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ABSTRACT
DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A LOW COST MEMS IMU
CLUSTER FOR PRECISION NAVIGATION
Daniel R. Greenheck, B.Sc.
Marquette University, 2015
The fast paced development of micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)
technology in recent years has resulted in the availability of low cost gyroscopes
and accelerometers in commercial markets. These sensors can be integrated into
a single device known as an inertial measurement unit (IMU). An IMU is capa-
ble of tracking and navigating a vehicle for a short period of time in the absence
of external position and attitude updates. The precision of the manufacturing
techniques used to fabricate commercial MEMS sensors as well as their mechan-
ical nature result in noise and errors that limit their performance. It has been
mathematically shown that combining many MEMS sensors into a single device
results in improved performance characteristics which are unattainable using a
single MEMS sensor. The primary aim of this thesis is to design and validate
the performance of a prototype IMU composed of a cluster of individual MEMS
IMUs. The secondary aim of this thesis is to derive and validate a set of compu-
tationally inexpensive coning and sculling algorithms to mitigate dead-reckoning
errors resulting from high frequency motion of the vehicle.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Developments in micro electro-mechanical systems, or MEMS, technology
within the last decade has resulted in significant advancements in sensor technol-
ogy. MEMS sensors have the advantages of low power consumption and small
mass, in addition to low cost as a result of high-volume production. One type of
MEMS sensor that has benefited from these advancements is the inertial measure-
ment unit, or IMU. A typical 6-axis IMU has a three-axis gyroscope and three-axis
accelerometer integrated into a single package. The gyroscope measures the angu-
lar rates and the accelerometer measures non-gravitational accelerations, known
as specific force. An important application of the IMU is vehicle navigation. In
a strap-down navigation system under consideration here, the IMU is mounted
directly to the chassis of the vehicle, rather than mounted to a gimbal. Gim-
baled IMUs are mechanically much more complex, but the associated navigation
algorithms are much simpler. However, with the advent of powerful and inex-
pensive embedded computers, the increased algorithmic complexity for strapdown
navigation systems is not an issue. The outputs of the IMU can be utilized to
determine the position of the vehicle at future times given a known initial posi-
tion, velocity and attitude. This is done without the aid of external navigation
sources, such as GPS. Navigation without external updates is referred to as dead
reckoning. The objective is thesis is to utilize a cluster of MEMS IMUs to create
a tactical grade equivalent IMU (at significantly reduced cost, power, and mass)
to support as precise a dead reckoning navigation solution as possible without re-
quiring external measurement updates. Applications include precise navigation of
nanosatellites under thrusting conditions (where star tracker updates are difficult
2to achieve) and automated rovers in GPS-denied environments (such as in dense
urban settings).
The concept behind dead reckoning is straightforward. The accelerometer
in the IMU provides a measure of the non-gravitational accelerations, also known
as specific force, that can be integrated once (in an inertial reference frame) to
determine the velocity and once more to determine the position relative to the
starting location. However, if the vehicle frame in which the IMU is attached is a
non-inertial rotating frame, the accelerations must first be transformed to an iner-
tial reference frame for integration utilizing the gyroscopes that provide a measure
of the angular rates. In this way, the accelerometers and gyros provide the nec-
essary information to the dead reckoning navigation algorithm on the embedded
computer.
In practice there are considerable challenges in obtaining a precise naviga-
tion solution with MEMS devices. All IMU sensors, regardless of technology or
quality, exhibit both systematic errors and stochastic errors. Commercial-grade
MEMS sensors in particular exhibit considerable bias drift and noise, making them
unsuitable for precision navigation applications without significant calibration and
additional architecture design modifications and algorithmic support. To illustrate
why this is a problem, consider an accelerometer at rest with a constant bias er-
ror. Integrating to obtain the velocity results in an error that grows linearly over
time. Integrating once more to introduces a quadratic error in position. Very
small errors in the gyro or accelerometer outputs result in rapidly growing errors
in velocity, position and attitude. To eliminate these errors, an external navigation
update is required, such as GPS. Without external updates, these errors cannot be
compensated for and eventually the error will be outside of the allowed threshold
specified for a particular mission.
31.2 Objectives
The aim of this thesis is to develop a prototype IMU by incorporating
many inexpensive MEMS IMUs on a single circuit board (referred to as a MEMS
IMU Cluster, or MIMUC). The objective of this task is to design an IMU using
inexpensive consumer grade MEMS IMUs suitable for precision navigation appli-
cations. By averaging many independent measurements of the angular rate and
acceleration, the MIMUC will be able to provide a more accurate navigation so-
lution for a longer period of time compared with just a single MEMS IMU. This
navigation system is aimed at applications placed under strict power, mass and
cost restrictions.
A secondary aim of this thesis is to propose a set of computationally effi-
cient algorithms to counteract the effects of coning and sculling. Certain motions
can result in the accumulation of errors in the navigation solution independent
of the systematic and stochastic errors of the IMUs. These errors are a result of
sampling the angular rate and accelerations at discrete times. If the vehicle is
undergoing high frequency angular or linear accelerations, the IMUs may fail to
completely quantify the motion. Naively increasing the update rate of the naviga-
tion algorithms may place an intolerable burden on the computational hardware.
Previous work by Bortz [5] and Savage [30][31] develops a method that allows
the gyros and accelerometers to be independently sampled at a much faster rate
than the rate at which the navigation equations are updated. By doing so, high
frequency motion can be more accurately tracked and errors resulting from coning
and sculling motions can be mitigated. This thesis aims builds on that previous
work by developing and simulating a set of algorithms that can be executed with
limited computational resources.
41.3 Applications
The driving application for this research is the navigation, pointing and
rendezvous of nanosatellites in Low Earth Orbit (LEO). Nanosatellites (also known
as CubeSats) are a classification of satellites with the following restrictions: 1) a
mass no greater than 1.33 kg, 2) a volume of 1000 cm3 (a cube with side lengths of
10 cm), 3) power consumption under 1 W. Fig. 1.1 shows a typical nanosatellite
frame. In addition, the available power for on-board electronics is inherently scarce
due to the limited surface area for solar panels. These strict criteria have limited
the use of precision IMUs in nanosatellites. For example, the Northrup Grumman
LN200S, a space-rated tactical-grade IMU with a rich space heritage, has a mass
of 0.75kg, volume of 574 cm3, and nominal power consumption of 12 W [12]. The
inclusion of an IMU of this type is not feasible for nanosatellites.
Figure 1.1: 1U CubeSat chassis [35]
These restrictions are not limited to nanosatellites; many other mobile
vehicles such as UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles) and autonomous submarines
have strict requirements on power, mass and volume. The properties of MEMS
sensors make them suitable for these applications: they are inexpensive, consume
little power, and are available in small form factors. Despite these advantages,
the noise characteristics of consumer-grade MEMS IMUs are too poor to be used
in precision inertial navigation systems. It is the goal of this thesis to explore the
5concept of creating an IMU consisting of a cluster of individual MEMS IMUs with
decreased output noise compared with a single MEMS IMU.
The end goal of this technology is to enable nanosatellites to perform or-
bital maneuvers as well as rendezvous of multiple satellites in orbit. Rendezvous
would allow the formation of swarms of nanosatellites in orbit. At the 2014 AIAA
CubeSat Developers Conference, a team from NASA Ames Research center pre-
sented the concept of the EDSN Interstellar Communications Architecture [19].
The concept is to send multiple nanosatellites into orbit capable of creating a
communications network on demand. A particular satellite is assigned to be the
captain based on some fitness assessment. The rest of the satellites– referred to
as lieutenants– relay their data to the captain at some regular interval. When the
captain is in sight of the ground station, it will download all of the data it has
collected from the lieutenants.
There are several advantages to this type of system. Single satellites are
vulnerable to single-unit failures. As a result, redundant systems are incorporated
into the satellite to mitigate these types of scenarios. This redundancy intro-
duces extra cost and complexity. Satellite swarms do not need redundant systems
because the failure of one or more satellites can be tolerated. The EDSN archi-
tecture outlines the procedures if the captain were to fail. The lieutenants would
detect the failure of the captain and a new captain would be reassigned to another
satellite.
1.4 Literature Review
The idea of integrating many MEMS IMUs into a single IMU cluster is not
a new concept. Chang, et al. [6] investigated the concept of combining several
gyroscopes to create a synthetic gyroscope with higher accuracy outputs. It was
shown that the bias stability of such a device- with appropriate filtering- sub-
stantially improves the bias drift, an error measure tied closely with overall IMU
6performance. Guerrier [18] explored the concept of improving the accuracy of
navigation systems using redundant MEMS IMU sensors with integrated GPS. It
was shown that such a configuration of sensors reduces the noise proportional to
the square root of the number of sensors. Crain, et al. [12] extended this work
by comparing the performance of a MEMS IMU cluster to a tactical, navigation
and strategic grade IMU. The performance of a ten IMU cluster was compared
with a navigation grade IMU during simulation of lunar entry return navigation.
It was determined that although the navigation grade device exceeded the per-
formance of the IMU cluster, the cluster offered considerable advantages in terms
of power, volume and mass. Martin et al. [22] investigated several topics within
the broader topic of MEMS IMU clusters such as the physical arrangement of
sensors and improving performance by combining IMUs with differing dynamic
ranges. Colomina, et al. [10] proposed using redundant MEMS IMUs to assess
the quality of navigation parameters and determine estimates of the system noise
in real-time. The effect of different geometries of sensor configurations was exam-
ined by Osman, et al. [27]. The data showed that an orthogonal configuration of
three sensors had improved performance upon three sensors in a skew-symmetric
configuration. Not enough data was provided to generalize this statement. Ban-
croft [3] presented results of using an IMU cluster to navigate a vehicle during
30 second GPS outages. The use of two, three, four and five redundant IMUs
resulted in performance improvements of 25%, 29%, 32%, and 34%, respectively,
compared with a single IMU.
The type of design proposed in this thesis has been attempted and tested
before by Skog, et al. [33, 34] and Nilsson, et al. [24]. Skog, et al. [33] constructed
a MIMUC using 18 individual MEMS IMUs. A novel communication interface was
proposed that allowed data to be acquired from all IMUs simultaneously over an
I2C bus. An error analysis based on static measurements showed an improvement
roughly equivalent the square root of the number of sensors, supporting Guerrier’s
results. This system was proposed as a possible method of pedestrian tracking
7by placing it in the sole of a shoe. However, a test of the system in Skog, et
al. [34] revealed that simple averaging of the IMU outputs was not an optimal
solution for pedestrian tracking; little improvement was seen in the dead reckoning
performance of an IMU cluster versus a single MEMS sensor.
1.5 Contributions
Although the concept of a MEMS IMU cluster has been explored by pre-
vious researchers, to the author’s knowledge it has not been applied to the area
of satellite navigation. This thesis proposes a design for a prototype MEMS IMU
cluster suitable for use in a nanosatellite. A circuit board containing a cluster
of sixteen MEMS IMUs is proposed, as well as a set of computationally efficient
algorithms for coning and sculling compensation. The performance of such as
system is evaluated and compared with a single MEMS IMU. The coning and
sculling algorithms are simulated in MATLAB evaluated with respect to standard
trapezoidal integration.
1.6 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 presents the mathematical foundation behind the error models
used in both calibrating the MEMS IMUs as well as predicting the performance
of the MEMS IMU cluster. In addition, a derivation for the coning and sculling
algorithms is presented. Chapter 3 covers the both the hardware and software
design of the MIMUC. The procedure for calibrating the MIMUC is also pre-
sented. Finally, a set of experiments are proposed to evaluate the performance of
the MIMUC compared with a single MEMS IMU as well as a virtual MIMUC. In
addition, a set of experiments for evaluating the performance of the coning and
sculling algorithms are proposed. Chapter 4 presents the results of the experi-
ments. Chapter 5 discusses the results presented in Chapter 4. The MIMUC is
also compared with several other IMUs to give some notion of the performance
8of the MIMUC relative to existing technology. Chapter 6 summarizes the results
within this thesis, as well as examining future directions for this work.
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Mathematical Foundations
2.1 IMU Error Models
2.1.1 Background
Consumer grade MEMS IMUs exhibit a variety of stochastic and deter-
ministic errors. The stochastic errors can be handle through a variety of filtering
techniques which will not be discussed in this thesis. The deterministic errors can
be accounted for through calibration. Although the IMUs are pre-calibrated at
the factory, the calibration is not accurate enough for precision navigation appli-
cations. Detailed testing and characterization of each individual sensor is a costly
and time-consuming process, therefore making it prohibitive for high volume pro-
duction.
Proper calibration requires an understanding of the different errors that
effect the output of both the gyroscope and accelerometer. These error sources
have been extensively investigated in literature. The IEEE Standards [25, 26]
provide complete error models for Coriolis Vibratory Gyros and Non-Gyroscopic
Linear Accelerometers (the type of sensors used in the MIMUC). The full error
models include several dozen error terms. Including all of these terms is impractical
due to limited laboratory equipment and computational power available to apply
the corrections in real-time on the MIMUC microcontroller. The error models
used in the characterization of the MIMUC have been truncated to include the
most significant error terms as identified in existing literature. Both Ramalingam,
et al. [29], Titterton [39], and Flenniken, et al. [14] were used as a reference for
the deterministic components of the error model. Gebre-Egziabher [16] was used
a reference for the stochastic components of the error model.
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2.1.2 Gyroscope Error Model
The measured output of the rate gyro Kgω˜ is given by
Kgω˜ = (I + Sg +Mg)ω + bg +Gga+ Tg∆T + ηg + g (2.1)
where ω˜ is the digital output of the gyros (LSB), ω is the true angular rate (deg/s),
a is the true specific force (g), Kg is the gyro sensitivity scale factor (deg/s/LSB),
bg is the gyro bias error (deg/s), Sg is the gyro scale factor matrix (Unitless)
defined as
Sg =

Sg,x 0 0
0 Sg,y 0
0 0 Sg,z
 ,
Mg is the skew-symmetric gyro cross-coupling matrix (Unitless) defined as
Mg =

0 Mg,xy Mg,xz
−Mg,xy 0 Mg,yz
−Mg,xz −Mg,yz 0
 ,
Tg is the gyro temperature coefficient (deg/s/°C), ∆T is the difference between the
measured temperature and the temperature the sensors were calibrated at (°C),
Gg is the g-sensitivity matrix (deg/s/g) defined as
Gg =

Gg,xx Gg,xy Gg,xz
Gg,yx Gg,yy Gg,yz
Gg,zx Gg,zy Gg,zz
 ,
ηg is zero-mean white noise process (deg/s), g is a random walk sequence driven
by a white noise process (deg/s). The inclusion of the sensitivity scale factor Kg is
necessary to convert the gyro digital output from a signed 16 bit integer to deg/s.
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This value is found in the manufacturer datasheet [20].
The MIMUC on-board calibration algorithms require solving for ω since
this quantity is used in the navigation algorithms. Analysis of the deterministic
terms in Eq. (2.1) results in the following expression
ω = (I + Sg +Mg)
−1(Kgω˜ − bg −Gga− T∆T ) (2.2)
The inversion of the scale factor/cross-coupling error matrix is computed oﬄine
to minimize the calculations required by the MIMUC.
2.1.3 Accelerometer Error Model
The measured output of the accelerometer Kaa˜ is given by
Kaa˜ = (I + Sa +Ma)a+ ba + Ta∆T + ηa + a (2.3)
where a˜ is the digital output of the accelerometers (LSB), a is the true specific
force (g), Ka is the accelerometer sensitivity scale factor (g/LSB), ba is the ac-
celerometer bias error (g), Sa is the accelerometer scale factor matrix (Unitless)
defined as
Sa =

Sa,x 0 0
0 Sa,y 0
0 0 Sa,z
 ,
Ma is the skew-symmetric accelerometer cross-coupling matrix (Unitless) defined
as
Ma =

0 Ma,xy Ma,xz
−Ma,xy 0 Ma,yz
−Ma,xz −Ma,yz 0
 ,
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Ta is the accelerometer temperature coefficient (g/°C), ∆T is the difference be-
tween the measured temperature and the temperature the sensors were calibrated
at (°C), ηa is zero-mean white noise process (deg/s), a is a random walk sequence
driven by a white noise process (deg/s). The inclusion of the sensitivity scale
factor Ka is necessary to convert the accelerometer digital output from a signed
16 bit integer to g. This value is found in the manufacturer datasheet [20].
The MIMUC on-board calibration algorithms require solving for a since
this quantity is used in the navigation algorithms. Analysis of the deterministic
terms in Eq. (2.3) results in the following expression
a = (I + Sa +Ma)
−1(Kaa˜− ba − T∆T ) (2.4)
The inversion of the scale factor/cross-coupling error matrix is computed oﬄine
to minimize the calculations required by the MIMUC.
2.1.4 Sources of Error
2.1.4.1 Calibration Errors
Calibration errors result from inaccurate measuring or estimating of the bias, scale
factor, and misalignment errors of a gyroscope/accelerometer. These errors are
due to imperfections in the manufacturing process and flaws of the sensor design
itself. The purpose of calibration is to measure or estimate these errors and remove
them. Bias error is the deviation of the gyro/accelerometer output from zero
when no input is applied. Scale factor errors result from improperly measuring
the linear input-output relationship of the sensor. It is also possible that input-
output relationship is non-linear. The error model used in this thesis does not
account for any non-linearities. The MPU-6000 datasheet specifies a non-linearity
of 0.2% over the gyro full scale range and 0.5% over the accelerometer full scale
range. Misalignment errors result from flaws in the manufacturing process. The
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axes of the gyro/accelerometer may not be exactly orthogonal with one another, or
are misaligned with respect to the package. The MPU-6000 product sheet specifies
a cross-axis sensitivity of ±2% for both the gyros and accelerometers [20].
These errors are manifested as constant bias errors in the calibrated IMU
output [41]. Integration of a constant bias in angular rate results in an attitude
error that grows linearly over time. Likewise, a bias in the specific force measure-
ment results in a linear error in velocity and a quadratic error in position.
2.1.4.2 Temperature Dependent Bias
One disadvantage of MEMS IMUs is that they are highly sensitive to changes
in temperature [29]. The MPU-6000 includes an internal temperature sensor,
allowing this type of error to be accounted for through calibration. The MPU-
6000 data sheet specifies that the gyro scale factor typically varies by ±2% and
the zero rate output varies by ±20 deg/s over the temperature range -40°C to
+85°C. The accelerometer scale factor varies by ±0.02%/°C and the zero force
output varies by ±35 mg for the X and Y axes and ±70 mg for the Z axis over
the same temperature range [20]. The model used in this thesis only accounts for
linear effects of the temperature on the bias.
2.1.4.3 Gyroscope g-Dependent Bias
The MPU-6000 gyro senses angular rotations by measuring vibrations induced by
the Coriolis force with a capacitive pickoff [20]. Although care is taken in the
sensor design to reject non-Coriolis forces, the gyros still exhibit some sensitivity
to linear accelerations. The MPU-6000 datasheet specifies the sensitivity of the
gyro output to linear accelerations as 0.1 deg/s/g [20]. The exact dependence
can be found by applying different linear accelerations to the gyro (e.g. gravity)
and measuring the relationship between the two. During operation, the specific
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force measurement from the accelerometers is used in the gyroscope calibration to
cancel out this effect.
2.1.4.4 Random Noise
The output of MEMS gyros and accelerometers exhibit random noise. The main
source of this noise is thermo-mechanical fluctuations within the sensor [41]. This
noise is generally modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero-
mean and variance σ2w [14]. The MPU-6000 datasheet specifies the rate noise
density (RND) of the gyro as 0.005 deg/s/
√
Hz and the power spectral density
(PSD) of the accelerometer as 400 µg/
√
Hz [20]. It is helpful to express the noise
density in terms more applicable to inertial navigation to facilitate comparison
with other IMUs.
A common measurement used to quantify the random noise of a sensor is
angle random walk (ARW) for gyros, expressed in units of deg/
√
hr, and veloc-
ity random walk (VRW) for accelerometers, expressed in units of m/s/
√
hr. To
illustrate the meaning of these terms, consider the following example. Using the
gyroscope as an example, it is often of interest to determine how random noise
present in the angular rate measurement will affect the attitude measurement. The
attitude angles are found by integrating the gyro output. Integrating zero-mean
AWGN results in a random walk in the angle. The expected standard deviation of
the random walk at time t can be found by multiplying the ARW by
√
t. If a gyro
has an ARW of 0.1 deg/
√
hr, the integrated angular rate will be a random variable
with zero-mean and standard deviation of 0.1
√
t deg at time t. Similarly, if an
accelerometer has a VRW of 1 m/s/
√
hr, the velocity will be a random variable
with zero-mean and standard deviation of 1
√
t m/s at time t.
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ARW and VRW can be determined from the noise density using the fol-
lowing relations [41]
ARW [deg/
√
hr] = 60
√
s√
hr
× RND [deg/s/
√
Hz] (2.5)
VRW [m/s/
√
hr] =
9.81 m/s2
106 µg
× 60
√
s√
hr
× PSD [µg/
√
Hz] (2.6)
Using these relations, the MPU-6000 has a predicted ARW of 0.3 deg/
√
hr and
VRW of 0.235 m/s/
√
hr.
2.1.4.5 Bias Random Walk
The bias in MEMS IMUs tends to slowly vary over long time scales, a phenomenon
known as bias random walk. The source of this error is electronic flicker noise which
exhibits a 1/f spectrum [41]. Several models have been proposed to accurately
model this noise. Gebre-Egiziabher [16] proposed a first-order Markov process
driven by white noise. Woodman [41] proposed that the bias walk be modeled as
a random walk sequence k where
k =
k∑
i=1
Ni (2.7)
where Ni are zero-mean, AWGN sequences. This model is not entirely accurate
since as t → ∞, the standard deviation of the random walk will grow without
bound. However, this model is sufficient for analysis since calibration errors and
random noise dominate the dead-reckoning errors (as shown in Chapter 5). Man-
ufacturers typically specify the bias random walk in terms of two numbers [39]:
the in-run bias stability and a time at which the bias stability measurement was
taken. The bias stability has units of deg/hr for gyros and mg for accelerometers.
For example, if the bias stability of a gyro is specified as 1 deg/hr with τ = 100 s
and the bias b is known at time t, then the bias of the sensor at (t+ 100) seconds
can be modeled as random variable x(t) where E[x(t)] = b and σx = 1 deg/hr [41].
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2.2 Performance Predictions
For analysis, the error models for the gyros and accelerometers can be
combined and simplified into the following form [14]
yi = x+ νi, i = 1, . . . , N (2.8)
where yi is the measured angular rate/specific force for a given axis, x is the true
angular rate/specific force and νi is the output noise with and E[νi] = 0 and
E[ν2i ] = σ
2
ν ∀ i. Bold quantities denote random variables. The subscript i denotes
the sensor index. Both the white noise and noise due to bias random walk are
lumped into νi. The output of the MIMUC, z, can then be found by averaging
the output of each IMU
z =
1
N
N∑
i=1
x+ νi (2.9)
It is assumed that the noise sources for each sensor are independent such that
E[νiνj] = 0. In reality, there may be mechanical coupling between sensors (since
each contains a vibrating element) or common-mode noise present on the output
of each sensor due to fluctuations in the power supply. Care has been taken in the
MIMUC design to properly filter all power supply pins to limit the latter effect.
The variance of the MIMUC output is given by
σ2z = E[z
2]− E[z]2 (2.10)
= E
[( 1
N
N∑
i=1
x+ νi
)2]
− E
[ 1
N
N∑
i=1
x+ νi
]2
(2.11)
= E
[(
x+
1
N
N∑
i=1
νi
)2]
− x2 (2.12)
=
σ2ν
N
(2.13)
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This important result shows the variance of the output noise of the MIMUC is
inversely proportional to the number of sensors, i.e. the standard deviation of the
output noise scales as 1/
√
N . Since the MIMUC has sixteen individual IMUs, the
standard deviation of the output noise is expected to be reduced by a factor of
four when compared with a single IMU. The expected performance improvements
between the MIMUC and a single IMU are given in Table 2.1. Since the MPU-
6000 datasheet does not specify a bias stability for the gyro or accelerometer, this
parameter was determined empirically using an Allan Variance plot and computing
the average bias stability of all the sensors.
Performance Metric Units MPU-6000 MIMUC
Angle Random Walk deg/
√
hr 0.30 0.08
Velocity Random Walk m/s/
√
hr 0.24 0.06
Gyro Bias Stability (τ = 500 s) deg/hr 4.6 1.2
Accelerometer Bias Stability (τ = 800 s) µg 36 9
Table 2.1: Comparison of performance metrics between IMU cluster and
MPU-6000
2.3 Determining Calibration Coefficients
Calibration is the process of determining the coefficients of the deterministic
error sources defined in the previous section: temperature independent/dependent
bias error, scale factor error, misalignment error, and g-dependent bias error for
the gyros. These error coefficients are used in conjunction with the error models
to determine the true angular rate and specific force given the measured angular
rate and specific force. The procedure used to calibrate the accelerometers and
gyros is outlined in the IEEE Standards [25, 26]. The coefficients will be derived
only for the x-axis; the y-axis and z-axis formulas will be given as they can be
found easily via change of variables.
The calibration procedure requires the MIMUC to be placed in six or-
thogonal orientations (each axis parallel/anti-parallel with the gravity vector) and
rotated at three different rates (±ωα and zero rate), for a total of 18 datasets. For
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each combination of rate and orientation, data is collected for one minute and then
time averaged to eliminate the stochastic components of the signal (E[η] = 0 and
E[] = 0). One minute was chosen as the acquisition time to sufficiently average
out the random noise but short enough that fluctuations due to bias random walk
are small. Each individual IMU sensor on the MIMUC is calibrated individually.
For ease of presentation, the calibration coefficients for each axis are determined
independently rather than in matrix form.
2.3.1 Gyro Bias
Suppose ω = 0, ay = az = 0, and ∆T = 0. Applying the time average
operator to Eq. (2.1) yields
Kg〈ω˜x〉 = bg,x +Gxx〈ax〉 (2.14)
Define ω˜x,+ax to be the X axis output of the gyro with the its X axis anti-parallel
to the gravitational vector (〈ax〉 = 1 g). Similarly, define ω˜x,−ax to be the output
of the gyro X axis with its X axis parallel to the gravitational vector (〈ax〉 = -1
g). It follows that
Kg
2
(〈ω˜x,+ax〉+ 〈ω˜x,−ax〉) = (bg,x +Gxx(1 g)) + (bg,x +Gxx(−1 g))
2
= bg,x (2.15)
Similarly,
bg,y =
Kg
2
(〈ω˜y,+ay〉+ 〈ω˜y,−ay〉) (2.16)
bg,z =
Kg
2
(〈ω˜z,+az〉+ 〈ω˜z,−az〉) (2.17)
This procedure is repeated for each axis of all N gyros, for a total of 3N gyro bias
calibrations.
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2.3.2 Gyro Scale Factor
Suppose ωy = ωz = 0, ay = az = 0, and ∆T = 0. Applying the time
average operator to Eq. (2.1) yields
Kg〈ω˜x〉 = (1 + Sg,x)〈ωx〉+ bg,x +Gxx〈ax〉 (2.18)
Define ω˜x,+βx to be the X axis output of the gyro when 〈ωx〉 = +β and the X
axis is anti-parallel to the gravity vector (〈ax〉 = 1 g). The input rate β should be
chosen to be well within the gyro operating range to avoid sensor non-linearities
at extreme rates. Similarly, define ω˜x,−βx to be the X axis output of the gyro when
〈ωx〉 = −β and the X axis is anti-parallel to the gravity vector (〈ax〉 = 1 g). It
follows that
Kg
2β
(〈ω˜x,+βx〉+ 〈ω˜x,−βx〉)− 1
=
(1 + Sg,x)β + bg,x +Gxx(1 g)− (1 + Sg,x)(−β)− bg,x −Gxx(1 g)
2β
−1 = Sg,x
(2.19)
Similarly,
Sg,y =
Kg
2β
(〈ω˜y,+βy〉 − 〈ω˜y,−βy〉)− 1 (2.20)
Sg,z =
Kg
2β
(〈ω˜z,+βz〉 − 〈ω˜z,−βz〉)− 1 (2.21)
This procedure is repeated for each axis of all N gyros, for a total of 3N gyro scale
factor calibrations.
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2.3.3 Gyro Misalignment
Suppose ωx = ωz = 0, ax = az = 0, and ∆T = 0. Applying the time
average operator to Eq. (2.1) yields
Kg〈ω˜x〉 = Mg,xy〈ωy〉+ bg,x +Gxy〈ay〉 (2.22)
Define ω˜x,+βy to be the X axis output of the gyro when 〈ωy〉 = +β and the Y axis
is anti-parallel to the gravity vector (〈ay〉 = 1 g). β should be chosen to be well
within the gyro operating range to avoid sensor non-linearities at extreme rates.
Similarly, define ω˜x,−βy to be the X axis output of the gyro when 〈ωy〉 = −β and
the Y axis is anti-parallel to the gravity vector (〈ay〉 = 1 g). It follows that
Kg
2β
(〈ω˜x,+βy〉 − 〈ω˜x,−βy〉)
=
(Mg,xyβ + bg,x +Gxy(1 g))− (Mg,xy(−β) + bg,x +Gxy(−1 g))
2β
= Mg,xy
(2.23)
Similarly,
Mg,xz =
Kg
2β
(〈ω˜x,+βz〉 − 〈ω˜x,−βz〉) (2.24)
Mg,yz =
Kg
2β
(〈ω˜y,+βz〉 − 〈ω˜y,−βz〉) (2.25)
This procedure is repeated for each of the N gyros, for a total of 3N gyro mis-
alignment calibrations.
2.3.4 Gyro g-Sensitivity
Suppose ω = 0, ay = az = 0, and ∆T = 0. Applying the time average
operator to Eq. (2.1) yields
Kg〈ω˜x〉 = bg,x +Gxx〈ax〉 (2.26)
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Define ω˜x,+ax to be the X axis output of the gyro with the its X axis anti-parallel
to the gravitational vector (〈ax〉 = 1 g). Similarly, define ω˜x,−ax to be the output
of the gyro X axis with its X axis parallel to the gravitational vector (〈ax〉 = -1
g). It follows that
Kg
2
(〈ω˜x,+ax〉−〈ω˜x,−ax〉) = (bg,x +Gxx(1 g))− (bg,x −Gxx(−1 g))
2
= Gxx (2.27)
Similarly,
Gij =
Kg
2
(〈ω˜i,+aj〉 − 〈ω˜i,−aj〉) (2.28)
This procedure is repeated for each of the N gyros, for a total of 9N gyro g-
sensitivity calibrations.
2.3.5 Accelerometer Bias
Suppose ay = az = 0 and ∆T = 0. Applying the time average operator to
Eq. (2.3) yields
Ka〈a˜x〉 = (1 + Sa,x)〈ax〉+ ba,x (2.29)
Define a˜x,+ax to be the X axis output of the accelerometer with its X axis anti-
parallel to the gravitational vector (〈ax〉 = 1 g). Similarly, define a˜x,−ax to be the
X axis output of the accelerometer with its X axis parallel to the gravitational
vector (〈ax〉 = -1 g). It follows that
Ka
2
(〈a˜x,+gx〉+〈a˜x,−gx〉) = ba,x + (1 + Sa,x)(1 g) + ba,x + (1 + Sa,x)(−1 g)
2
= ba,x
(2.30)
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where g is the units of standard gravity on Earth’s surface. Similarly,
ba,y =
Ka
2
(〈a˜y,+ay〉+ 〈a˜y,−ay〉) (2.31)
ba,z =
Ka
2
(〈a˜z,+az〉+ 〈a˜z,−az〉) (2.32)
This procedure is repeated for each axis of all N gyros, for a total of 3N accelerom-
eter bias calibrations.
2.3.6 Accelerometer Scale Factor
Suppose ay = az = 0 and ∆T = 0. Applying the time average operator to
Eq. (2.3) yields
Ka〈a˜x〉 = (1 + Sa,x)〈ax〉+ ba,x (2.33)
Define a˜x,+ax to be the X axis output of the accelerometer when 〈ax〉 = 1 g.
Similarly, define a˜x,−ax to be the X axis output of the gyro when 〈ax〉 = −1 g. It
follows that
Ka
2g
(〈a˜x,+ax〉 − 〈a˜x,−ax〉)− 1 =
ba,x + (1 + Sa,x)(1 g)− ba,x − (1 + Sa,x)(−1 g)
2g
− 1 = Sa,x (2.34)
where g is the units of standard gravity on Earth’s surface. Similarly,
Sa,y =
Ka
2g
(〈a˜y,+ay〉+ 〈a˜y,−ay〉)− 1 (2.35)
Sa,z =
Ka
g2
(〈a˜z,+az〉+ 〈a˜z,−az〉)− 1 (2.36)
This procedure is repeated for each axis of all N gyros, for a total of 3N accelerom-
eter scale factor calibrations.
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2.3.7 Accelerometer Misalignment
Suppose ax = az = 0 and ∆T = 0. Applying the time average operator to
Eq. (2.3) yields
Ka〈a˜x〉 = Ma,xy〈ay〉+ ba,x (2.37)
Define a˜x,+ay to be the X axis output of the accelerometer when 〈ay〉 = 1 g.
Similarly, define a˜x,−ay to be the X axis output of the gyro when 〈ay〉 = −1 g. It
follows that
Ka
2g
(〈a˜x,+ay〉 − 〈a˜x,−ay〉) = (ba,x +Ma,xy(1 g))− (ba,x −Ma,xy(−1 g))
2g
= Ma,x
(2.38)
where g is the units of standard gravity on Earth’s surface. Similarly,
Ma,xz =
Ka
2g
(〈a˜x,+az〉+ 〈a˜x,−az〉) (2.39)
Ma,yz =
Ka
2g
(〈a˜y,+az〉+ 〈a˜y,−az〉) (2.40)
This procedure is repeated for each of the N gyros, for a total of 3N accelerometer
misalignment calibrations.
2.3.8 Temperature-dependent Bias
A thermal chamber can be used to measure the temperature dependence
of the bias. The IMU is placed inside the thermal chamber and the temperature
is cycled over (some subset of) the operating range of the sensor. The thermal
chamber is cycled between the minimum and maximum temperature several times.
Data is recorded during the entire process. The digital output of each sensor is
then plotted versus the temperature recorded by the IMU’s internal temperature
sensor. A linear trend line is fit to the data using least squares approximation.
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The temperature drift coefficient (LSB/°C) of the bias is equivalent to the slope
of the trend line.
2.4 Dead Reckoning
Dead-reckoning is a method of navigation that relies solely on measuring
changes in the inertia of the vehicle. Given a known initial position, velocity
and attitude, estimates of current velocity and attitude can be used to propagate
position. An IMU is able to measure the changes in angular and linear inertia,
providing measures of both non-gravitational acceleration and angular ate. The
specific force can be integrated with respect to time to determine the velocity,
and once more to determine the position. The angular rate can be integrated to
determine the attitude. The specific force cannot be integrated directly, however,
since they are measured in vehicle frame (or body frame), which is generally a
non-inertial reference frame due to the vehicle having a non-zero angular rate.
They must first be transformed to inertial frame.
One method of transforming the specific forces from the body frame to an
inertial frame is the direction cosine matrix (DCM). The DCM is denoted by Cib,
where the subscript b and superscript i indicate the direction of the transformation.
The specific force in the inertial frame is given by [39]
fi(t) = C
i
b(t)fb(t)
The propagation of the DCM with time can be written as [39]
C˙ib = C
i
bΩ
i
b
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where
Ωib =

0 −ωz ωy
ωz 0 −ωx
−ωy ωx 0

The solution of C˙ib may be solved on a digital computer via numerical integration.
2.5 Coning
2.5.1 Background
Coning errors arise due to motion of the angular rate vector in the vehi-
cle frame. Since the angular rate measurement is only available at discrete time
instants, it must be assumed that the angular rate vector remains fixed over the
integration interval. If a vehicle is undergoing rapid angular motion, this assump-
tion does not hold. Failure to account for this motion will result in errors in
the attitude computation due to the non-commutativity of finite rotations. It is
emphasized that this ”coning error” is a result of measuring the angular rate at
discrete times; the error would appear even with an ideal gyroscope.
The naive approach to reducing this error is reducing the sampling time
between attitude updates. The conventional method for updating the attitude
is to compute the direction cosine matrix (DCM) which relates the specific force
measurements of the accelerometer from the vehicle frame to an inertial frame
[39]. Computing the DCM is a non-trivial task; increasing the attitude update
rate may not be possible due to limitations in computational hardware.
To circumvent this issue, Bortz [5] developed a method where the attitude
is represented as a rotation vector. A series of algorithms allow the rotation vector
to be updated at a much higher rate than the DCM update rate. Updating the
rotation vector is computationally inexpensive compared to updating the DCM.
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This effectively increases the sampling rate to allow high frequency motion of the
rotation vector to be captured without overwhelming the microprocessor. What
follows is a derivation of the algorithm used to update the rotation vector, also
referred to as the coning algorithm. For further discussion on the source of coning
errors, refer to Flynn [15].
2.5.2 Derivation of the Coning Equations
The attitude of the vehicle is represented using Euler’s rotation theorem.
This theorem states that any rotation can be expressed as a rotation of an angle
φ about some axis e [39]. Let the rotation vector parameterization of attitude be
defined as
φ = φe (2.41)
This representation was introduced by Bortz to account for the non-commutativity
term of the attitude. The kinematics of the vector are given by Bortz’ equation
[5]
φ˙(t) = ω(t)+
1
2
φ(t)×ω(t)+ 1
φ(t)2
(
1− φ(t)
2
cot
φ(t)
2
)
φ(t)×φ(t)×ω(t) (2.42)
Savage[30] presented a method for simplifying the above expression to second
order accuracy. By replacing cot(φ(t)/2) with its Taylor series (up to second
order terms), the scalar multiplier of φ(t)× φ(t)× ω(t) can be approximated as
1
φ(t)2
[
1− φ(t)
2
( 2
φ(t)
− φ(t)
6
)]
≈ 1
12
(2.43)
Assuming a small coning motion (φ(t) is small), the remaining terms can be ap-
proximated to second order accuracy as [30]
1
2
φ(t)× ω(t) + 1
12
φ(t)× φ(t)× ω(t) ≈ 1
2
θ(t)× ω(t) (2.44)
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where
θ(t) ,
t∫
tk−1
ω(τ)dτ (2.45)
Eq. (2.42) can then be approximated to second order accuracy as
φ˙(t) = ω(t) +
1
2
θ(t)× ω(t) (2.46)
Consider the time interval [tk−1 tk] where tk = tk−1 + Tk and Tk = 1/fk with
fk given. The change in the rotation vector over this time interval is given by
integrating Eq. (2.46)
∆φ(tk) =
tk∫
tk−1
(
ω(t) +
1
2
θ(t)× ω(t)
)
dτ (2.47)
This integral can be split into two parts. The first part is dependent on ω(t) and
is due to the inertially measurable motion. This component is measured by the
gyro. The second part due to the non-inertially measurable motion that cannot
be measured by the gyro. Let the integral be rewritten as
∆φ(tk) = θ(tk) + β(tk) (2.48)
with
θ(t) =
t∫
tk−1
ω(τ)dτ and β(t) =
1
2
t∫
tk−1
θ(τ)× ω(τ)dτ
θ(t) can be calculated by numerical integrating the output of the gyros. β(t), also
known as the non-commutativity term, must be written in a more suitable form
for computation. This term contains the errors due to non-inertial movement of
the orientation vector. Recall that the object is to measure the output of the gyros
at a much higher rate to better track high frequency movement of the rotation
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vector. During the DCM update, the non-commutative effects can be accounted
for.
We begin by subdividing the time interval [tk−1 tk] into N subdivisions.
Define the attitude update rate as fm where Tm = 1/fm. The attitude update
rate must be an integer multiple of the body update rate such that fm = Nfk.
Define tm as the m
th subdivision of the kth interval, such that tm = tk−1 + mTm
where m = 0, 1, ..., N .
tk/0 tk/Ntk/1 tk/ . . . tk/N−1
Tk
Tm
Figure 2.1: Subdivision of time interval [tk−1 t−k] for coning update
Applying this subdivision to θ(t) and β(t) yields
θ(t) = θ(tm−1) + ∆θ(t) (2.49)
β(t) = β(tm−1) + ∆β(t) (2.50)
where
∆θ(t) =
t∫
tm−1
ω(τ)dτ and ∆β(t) =
1
2
t∫
tm−1
θ(τ)× ω(τ)dτ
Since measurements of θ(t) and β(t) are only available at discrete sampling in-
stants, it is useful to restate Eq. (2.40) and Eq. (2.41) in a discrete form.
θm = θm−1 + ∆θm (2.51)
βm = βm−1 + ∆βm (2.52)
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where
θm =
tm∫
tk−1
ω(τ)dτ ∆θm =
tm∫
tm−1
ω(τ)dτ
βm =
1
2
tm∫
tk−1
θ(τ)× ω(τ)dτ ∆βm = 1
2
tm∫
tm−1
θ(τ)× ω(τ)dτ
The ∆βm can be rearranged
∆βm =
1
2
tm∫
tm−1
θ(τ)× ω(τ)dτ
=
1
2
tm∫
tm−1
(
θm−1 + ∆θ(τ)
)× ω(τ)dτ
=
1
2
[
θm−1 ×
tm∫
tm−1
ω(τ)dτ
]
+
1
2
tm∫
tm−1
∆θ(τ)× ω(τ)dτ
=
1
2
(
θm−1 ×∆θm
)
+
1
2
tm∫
tm−1
∆θ(τ)× ω(τ)dτ (2.53)
The integral can be simplified by approximating ω(t) as a first-order power series
on the domain t ∈ [tm−1 tm]
ω(t) ≈ ω0 + ω1(t− tm−1) (2.54)
The constants ω0 and ω1 can then be found in terms of ∆θm−1 and ∆θm. Begin
by substituting ω(t) with its first order approximation in the definition of ∆θm
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yielding
∆θm−1 =
tm−1∫
tm−2
ω0 + ω1(τ − tm−1)dτ
= ω0(tm−1 − tm−2) + ω1
2
(tm−1 − tm−2)2 = ω0Tm + 1
2
ω1(Tm)
2 (2.55)
and (2.56)
∆θm =
tm∫
tm−1
ω0 + ω1(τ − tm−1)dτ
= ω0(tm − tm−1)− ω1
2
(tm − tm−1)2 = ω0Tm − 1
2
ω1(Tm)
2 (2.57)
yielding
ω0 =
1
2Tm
(
∆θm + ∆θm−1
)
(2.58)
ω1 =
1
(Tm)2
(
∆θm −∆θm−1
)
(2.59)
Replacing ω(t) in Eq. (2.59) with the first order approximation yields
1
2
tm∫
tm−1
∆θ(τ)× ω(τ)dτ = 1
2
tm∫
tm−1
(
ω0(τ − tm−1) + 1
2
ω1(τ − tm−1)2
)
× (ω0 + ω1(τ − tm−1))dτ
=
1
2
tm∫
tm−1
(ω0 × ω1)(τ − tm−1)2dτ = 1
6
(ω0 × ω1)(Tm)3
=
1
12
(∆θm + ∆θm−1)× (∆θm −∆θm−1)
=
1
6
(∆θm−1 ×∆θm)
(2.60)
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Finally,
∆βm =
1
2
(θm−1 ×∆θm−1) + 1
6
(∆θm−1 ×∆θm)
=
1
2
(θm−1 +
1
6
∆θm−1)×∆θm (2.61)
The pertinent equations are summarized
ωm = gyro output at tm during k-th update cycle (2.62)
θm = θm−1 + ∆θm (2.63)
βm = βm−1 + ∆βm (2.64)
∆θm =
Tm
2
(ωm + ωm−1) (2.65)
∆βm =
1
2
(θm−1 +
1
6
∆θm−1)×∆θm (2.66)
The algorithm is executed at the body update rate fk. The batch of N gyro
measurements over the time interval [tk−1 tk] are run through Eq. (2.67)-(2.71)
to compute θk and βk. These quantities can be substituted into Eq. (2.52) to
determine the change in rotation vector over the time interval [tk−1 tk].
2.5.3 Rotation Vector Update
A brief introduction to quaternions is required before discussing how the
previously derived results can be used to update the rotation vector. A quaternion
is one of many ways to represent attitude. Quaternions are advantageous over
Euler angles since they do not run into the problem of singularities at θ = ±90
deg [39]. A quaternion is a four element vector defined as
q¯ =

a
b
c
d

=

cos(µ/2)
(µx/µ) sin(µ/2)
(µy/µ) sin(µ/2)
(µz/µ) sin(µ/2)

(2.67)
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where µ is the axis of rotation and the rotation angle is given by |µ| = µ [21].
A quaternion represents a rotation about a given axis µ by some angle µ. The
attitude quaternion is defined such that if the inertial reference frame is rotated
by µ about µ, it will coincide with the vehicle frame. This directly coincides with
the definition of the rotation vector φ. Therefore, the attitude quaternion is the
quaternion with µ = φ.
The change in the rotation vector ∆φ defines the angle and axis that the
current attitude quaternion should be rotated by. Let q¯k−1 be the attitude quater-
nion at time tk−1 and ∆φk the change in the rotation vector over the time interval
[tk−1 tk]. The attitude quaternion q¯k at time tk is given by
q¯k = q¯k−1 ×
sin
(
∆φk
2
)
∆φk
∆φk
cos
(
∆φk
2
)
 (2.68)
where × represents the quaternion product. If p¯ and r¯ are two arbitrary quater-
nions, let their product be defined as
r¯k × p¯k =

para − pbrb − pcrc − pdrd
parb + pbra + pcrd − pdrc
parc + pcra − pbrd + pdrb
pard + pdra + pbrc − pcrb

(2.69)
A pseudocode implementation of the coning algorithm can be found in Appendix
A.
2.6 Sculling
2.6.1 Background
Sculling errors arise when the vehicle is subjected to certain translational
and angular oscillatory motions. An example of this type of motion is the motion
of an oar behind a boat, referred to as sculling. The oar is driven side to side in a
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linear motion (Z axis) while the oar is rotated back and forth along its axis (Y axis)
to generate forward thrust. The process of sampling the gyro and accelerometer
at discrete time instants results in an error in the X component of the specific
force with magnitude 0.5aωA cos(φ) [39]. The idea behind the sculling algorithm
is similar to the coning algorithm. The object is to separate out the velocity
update into a computationally inexpensive algorithm. This update can be carried
out at a fast rate compared to the body update rate to capture high frequency
oscillatory linear and angular motion.
2.6.2 Derivation of the Sculling Equations
Savage[31] presents a method to account for the sculling motion in the
navigation equations. We begin by considering the equation of motion governing
the evolution of the inertial velocity
v˙(t) = g(rimu(t)) + T
T (t)a(t) (2.70)
where v(t) is the velocity, g(rimu(t)) is the local gravity vector at the position of the
IMU, T T (t) is the rotation matrix, and a(t) is the non-gravitational acceleration
(e.g. thrust). The rotation matrix T is required because a is typically measured
in the IMU case reference frame and r and v are typically represented in an
inertial reference frame. Therefore, T transforms the accelerations into an inertial
reference frame. Discretization of the time interval [tk−1 tk] yields
v(tk) = v(tk−1) +
tk∫
tk−1
g(r(τ))dτ +
tk∫
tk−1
T T (τ)a(τ)dτ (2.71)
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Define changes in velocity due to gravitational accelerations and non-gravitational
accelerations as
∆vg(t) =
t∫
tk−1
g(r(τ))dτ (2.72)
∆vng(t) =
t∫
tk−1
T T (τ)a(τ)dτ (2.73)
With these definitions, we write the velocity propagation as
v(tk) = v(tk−1) + ∆vg(tk) + ∆vng(tk) (2.74)
Assuming the gravitational acceleration is constant over the time interval [tk−1 tk]
(Tk = tk − tk−1), we have
∆vg,k = g(r(tk−1))Tk (2.75)
The next step is to find an appropriate approximation for the change in velocity
due to non-gravitational accelerations. The rotation matrix T T (t) can be approx-
imated to first-order utilizing the rotation vector
T T (t) ≈ T Tk−1 + T Tk−1[φ(t)×] (2.76)
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Assuming a small coning effect, we can replace φ(t) with θ(t) [30]. Substituting
this result back into the integral expression for ∆vng,k, we have
∆vng(tk) =
tk∫
tk−1
(
T Tk−1 + T
T
k−1[θ(τ)×]
)
a(τ)dτ (2.77)
= T Tk−1
tk∫
tk−1
a(τ)dτ + T Tk−1
tk∫
tk−1
θ(τ)× a(τ)dτ (2.78)
= T Tk−1
[
v(tk) +
tk∫
tk−1
θ(τ)× a(τ)dτ
]
(2.79)
where
v(tk) =
tk∫
tk−1
a(τ)dτ (2.80)
A fundamental limitation to the accuracy is the assumption made by replacing the
rotation matrix with its first order approximation. We can improve the quality of
the solution by noting that
d
dt
(
θ(t)× v(t)) = θ(t)× v˙(t)− v(t)× θ˙(t) (2.81)
which, when rearranged, yields
θ(t)× v˙(t) = d
dt
(
θ(t)× v(t))+ v(t)× θ˙(t) (2.82)
We can also write
θ(t)× v˙(t) = 1
2
θ(t)× v˙(t) + 1
2
θ(t)× v˙(t)
=
1
2
θ(t)× v˙(t) + 1
2
d
dt
(
θ(t)× v(t))+ 1
2
v(t)× θ˙(t)
=
1
2
d
dt
(
θ(t)× v(t))+ 1
2
(
θ(t)× v˙(t) + v(t)× θ˙(t)) (2.83)
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Utilizing the fact that θ˙(t) = ω(t) (Eq. 2.45) and v˙(t) = a(t), we have
θ(t)× a(t) = 1
2
d
dt
(
θ(t)× v(t))+ 1
2
(
θ(t)× a(t) + v(t)× ω(t)) (2.84)
Therefore, ∆vng(tk) can be rewritten as
∆vng(tk) = T
T
k−1
(
v(tk) +
1
2
tk∫
tk−1
[
d
dt
(
θ(τ)× v(τ))
+ θ(t) × a(τ) + v(τ) × ω(τ)
]
dτ
)
(2.85)
Evaluating the term involving the integral of the derivative yields
∆vng(tk) = T
T
k−1
(
v(tk)+
1
2
θ(tk)×v(tk)+ 1
2
tk∫
tk−1
(
θ(τ)×a(τ)+v(τ)×ω(τ)
)
dτ
)
(2.86)
Define a change in velocity due to rotation as
∆vrot(tk) =
1
2
(
θ(tk)× v(tk)
)
(2.87)
and a change in velocity due to sculling as
∆vscul(t) =
1
2
t∫
tk−1
θ(τ)× a(τ) + v(τ)× ω(τ)dτ (2.88)
The above definitions give the following relation for the change in non-gravitational
velocity over a single time step
∆vng(tk) = v(tk) + ∆vrot(tk) + ∆vscul(tk) (2.89)
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Applying the same subdivision technique to the time interval [tk−1 tk] as shown in
Section 2.5 and using previous results yields the following
v(t) = v(tm−1) + ∆v(t) (2.90)
∆vscul(t) = ∆vscul(tm−1) + δv(t) (2.91)
where
∆v(t) =
t∫
tm−1
a(τ)dτ (2.92)
δv(t) =
t∫
tm−1
θ(τ)× a(τ) + v(τ)× ω(τ)dτ (2.93)
Discretization of the above equations results in a more compact notation suitable
for implementation on a microprocessor
vm = vm−1 + ∆vm (2.94)
∆vscul,m = ∆vscul,m−1 + δvscul,m (2.95)
where
vm =
tm∫
tk−1
a(τ)dτ and ∆vm =
tm∫
tm−1
a(τ)dτ
∆vscul,m =
1
2
tm∫
tk−1
θ(τ)× a(τ) + v(τ)× ω(τ)dτ
δvscul,m =
1
2
tm∫
tm−1
θ(τ)× a(τ) + v(τ)× ω(τ)dτ
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The expression for δvscul,m is reformulated to be computationally feasible. Begin
by substituting Eq. (2.53) and Eq. (2.95) into δvscul,m, yielding
δvscul,m =
1
2
tm∫
tm−1
θ(τ)× a(τ) + v(τ)× ω(τ)dτ
=
1
2
tm∫
tm−1
(
θm + ∆θ(τ)
)× a(τ) + (vm + ∆v(τ))× ω(τ)dτ
=
1
2
(θm−1 × vm + vm−1 ×∆θm) + 1
2
tm∫
tm−1
(∆θ(τ)× a(τ) + ∆v(τ)× ω(τ))dτ
Assume that a(t) may be approximated as a first-order power series on the domain
t ∈ [tm−1 tm] as
a(t) ≈ a0 + a1(t− tm−1) (2.96)
The constants a0 and a1 can be solved for using a procedure similar to the one
used to derive Eq. (2.63) and Eq. (2.64), yielding
a0 =
1
2Tm
(
∆vm + ∆vm−1
)
(2.97)
a1 =
1
(Tm)2
(
∆vm −∆vm−1
)
(2.98)
Substituting the first order approximations of θ(t) and a(t) into the integral in
δvscul,m yields
δvscul,m =
1
2
tm∫
tm−1
[
ω0(τ − tm−1) + 1
2
ω1(τ − tm−1)2
]× [a0 + a1(τ − tm−1)]+
[
a0(τ − tm−1) + 1
2
a1(τ − tm−1)2
]× [ω0 + ω1(τ − tm−1)]dτ
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Expanding the cross products and combining like terms yields
δvscul,m =
1
4
tm∫
tm−1
(a0 × ω1)(τ − tm−1)2 + (ω0 × a1)(τ − tm−1)2dτ
Lastly, the integral is evaluated and expressed in terms of ∆vm, ∆vm−1, ∆θm,
∆θm−1
δvscul,m =
1
12
(
(a0 × ω1)(tm − tm−1)3 + (ω0 × a1)(tm − tm−1)3
)
=
(
Tm
)3
12
(
(a0 × ω1) + (ω0 × a1)
)
=
1
24
(
(∆vm + ∆vm−1)× (∆θm −∆θm−1) +
(∆θm −∆θm−1)× (∆vm + ∆vm−1)
)
=
1
12
(
∆vm−1 ×∆θm + ∆θm−1 ×∆vm
)
Finally, δvscul,m may be expressed as
δvscul,m =
1
2
[(
θm−1 +
1
6
∆θm−1
)×∆vm + (vm−1 + 1
6
∆vm−1
)×∆θm] (2.99)
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The sculling equations are summarized
ωm = gyro output at time tm during k
th update cycle (2.100)
am = accelerometer output at time tm during k
th update cycle
(2.101)
θm = θm−1 + ∆θm (2.102)
vm = vm−1 + ∆vm (2.103)
∆vscul,m = ∆vscul,m−1 + δvscul,m (2.104)
∆vm =
Tm
2
(am + am−1) (2.105)
∆θm =
Tm
2
(ωm + ωm−1) (2.106)
δvscul,m =
1
2
[(
θm−1 +
1
6
∆θm−1
)×∆vm + (vm−1 + 1
6
∆vm−1
)×∆θm]
(2.107)
∆vng,k = vk +
1
2
(θk × vk) + ∆vscul,k (2.108)
The algorithm is executed at the body update rate fk. The batch of N gyro and
accelerometer measurements over the time interval [tk−1 tk] are run through Eq.
(2.102)-(2.110) to compute ∆vscul,k. This quantity is then used in Eq. (2.110)
to compute the change in velocity due to non-gravitational accelerations over the
time interval [tk−1 tk]. The coning and sculling algorithms are combined into
the same update routine. The implementation of the algorithm is presented in
Appendix A.
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Chapter 3
Hardware Design and Implementation
3.1 MIMUC Design
3.1.1 Overview
The MIMUC consists of two circuit boards, the inertial measurement unit
(IMU) board and the command and data handling (CDH) board. These two
boards are stacked on top of each other to provide a complete inertial navigation
system. The IMU cluster contains sixteen IMUs that measure specific force and
angular rate. This data is collected by a 16-bit processor on the IMU board before
being passed to the CDH board for processing. The CDH board calibrates the
data, averages the angular rates/specific forces and outputs the average value over
several different interfaces. The power consumption of the unit is 1 W. The mass
of the IMU board is 40 g and the mass of the CDH board is 58 g. The volume
of the unit is 9 cm x 9.5 cm x 3.2 cm, or 275 cm3. The author emphasizes that
these numbers are representative only of the prototype version and not the final
production version.
3.1.2 IMU Circuit Board Design
The IMU board has sixteen MEMS IMUs integrated onto a single PCB.
A 16-bit microcontroller communicates with each of the IMUs over an SPI bus.
Angular rate, specific force and temperature data are collected from each sensor
and combined into a single data packet. This data packet is sent to the CDH board
over an I2C bus for calibration and processing. The IMU board also contains
a low-noise 3.3 V linear voltage regulator to supply power to the sensors and
microcontroller.
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Figure 3.1: MIMUC PCB
3.1.2.1 Board Layout and Fabrication
The IMU circuit board layout was designed in EagleCAD 6.6.0 as shown in Fig.
3.2. The board consists of four separate layers of copper. From top to bottom,
the layers are: signal, ground, power and a bottom signal layer. A four layer
board was chosen to minimize the length and complexity of the traces. Following
layout and verification of the design, the files were sent to a PCB manufacturer
for fabrication. The PC/104 form factor of the PCB is based on the PC/104
standard. The form factor was designed to standardize dimensions in stackable
embedded computer systems [11]. It is commonly used in CubeSats to allow
interchangeability of components between different satellites. The dimensions of
the circuit board are 9 cm x 9.6 cm, yielding a total surface area of 86.4 cm2.
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Figure 3.2: EagleCAD layout of MIMUC PCB
3.1.2.2 MEMS IMU
The heart of the MIMUC is the MPU-6000 IMU manufactured by Invensense.
The MPU-6000 was chosen for its low noise, small form factor and low cost ($6
per sensor at the time of publication). The IMUs can be seen in Fig. 3.2 in a
U-shaped configuration. The MPU-6000 contains three single-axis accelerometers
and three single-axis gyros [20]. The maximum bandwidth of the MPU-6000 is
256 Hz for the gyro and 260 Hz for the accelerometer. Angular rate/specific force
is measured by the gyroscope/accelerometer and converted into an analog voltage.
This voltage is converted into a 16-bit digital value which is stored in the sensor
registers. The MPU-6000 also has a built-in 16-bit temperature sensor. Data from
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this sensor is incorporated into the calibration to compensate for bias drift due to
changes in temperature.
The MPU-6000 supports two modes of serial communication, I2C and SPI.
SPI is a bi-directional communication bus capable of very high throughput. SPI
was chosen over I2C as it allows the sensor registers to be read at speeds up to
20 MHz (8 MHz was used in practice, a limitation of the microcontroller). The
I2C bus is limited to a speed of 400 kHz. Since the SPI clock and data signals
are high frequency, several design techniques were used to limit noise coupling
and cross-talk between traces. A grounded copper fill was included in the top
signal layer. Vias connecting the top layer copper fill and the ground layer were
placed along the SPI signal lines to reduce coupling between traces carrying high
frequency signals.
Figure 3.3: MPU-6000 block diagram [20]
Other features of the MPU-6000 include a built-in low pass filter, config-
urable full scale range of both the accelerometer and gyro, configurable sampling
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rate as well as a variety of power-saving options. The complete block diagram of
the sensor internals are shown in Fig. 3.3.
3.1.2.3 Microcontroller
The microcontroller used on the IMU board is the Texas Instruments MSP430FR5969,
shown in Fig. 3.1. The MSP430 is an ultra-low power 16-bit microcontroller that
operates at 16 MHz clock frequency [37]. This microcontroller was chosen be-
cause of its low power consumption–one of the key design goals of the MIMUC.
The MSP430FR5969 has built in interfaces for UART, I2C and SPI. The SPI was
used to communicate with the sensors while the I2C interfaces was left exposed
to transfer data to the CDH board. A JTAG header was also added to allow
reprogramming of the MSP430.
In hindsight, the MSP430FR5969 was a poor choice as it did not have
enough processing power to handle the floating point calculations used in the cal-
ibration algorithm at the desired data rates. The discovery of this fact was the
impetus for incorporating a second processing board containing a 32-bit proces-
sor into the PCB stack. In future design iterations, the 16-bit processor will be
replaced with a 32-bit processor with sufficient power to handle the floating point
calculations.
3.1.2.4 Voltage Regulation
Voltage regulation is handled by the Texas Instruments TPS73133. The TPS73133
is an LDO (low-dropout) linear voltage regulator [38]. The board receives power
via a two-pin Molex header, shown in Fig. 3.1). The allowed input voltage is
between 3.4 V and 5 V. A linear voltage regulator was chosen over a switching
voltage regulator due to the concern that the switching regulator may introduce
noise into the IMU outputs. Although switching regulators operate at frequencies
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much higher than the bandwidth of the IMUs, the electromechanical elements
within the IMU oscillate at frequencies on the order of 30-40 kHz [20]. The true
impact of a switching voltage regulator on the IMU noise merits further study.
3.1.2.5 Other Features
The PCB also incorporates two jumpers, JP1 and JP2. JP1 allows the voltage
regulator to be bypassed in the event that the voltage regulator fails or is not
desired. The board must be provided with a low-noise, regulated 3.3 V in this
case. JP2 connects the output of the voltage regulator to the power plane of
the board. This allows the output of the voltage regulator to be verified before
connecting it to the rest of the board components.
3.1.2.6 Software Design
The software on the MSP430 serves two purposes: communication with the six-
teen IMUs and oﬄoading the collected data to the CDH board. When IMU board
is powered on, the MSP430 initializes each MPU-6000 with the proper settings.
Steps in this initialization process include setting the reference clock to the on-
board 19.2 MHz crystal oscillator and setting the sampling rate, digital low-pass
filter frequency response and full scale range of both the gyroscope and accelerom-
eter. A sampling rate of 1 kHz was chosen as this is the maximum sampling rate
for the accelerometers (the gyroscopes can be sampled up to 8 kHz). The low-pass
filter was set to the highest allowable bandwidth, which corresponds to a corner
frequency of 260 Hz for the accelerometers and 256 Hz for the gyroscopes. The
full scale ranges were set to the maximum values– ± 250 deg/s for the gyroscopes
and ± 2 g for the accelerometers.
After initialization, the IMU board continuously acquires data from the
sensors over the SPI bus. The MSP430 starts by reading the following values from
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IMU 1 (in order): x, y, z-axis specific force, temperature, x, y, z-axis angular rate.
Each value spans two 8 bit registers for a total of 14 bytes per IMU. Since there
are a total of 16 IMUs, the total amount of data transferred per cycle is 224 bytes.
The data is stored in the primary buffer. Once data has been acquired from all
sixteen IMUs, a flag is raised indicating that the primary buffer has been filled.
The primary buffer is then swapped with the secondary buffer to await transfer to
the CDH board via I2C. The purpose of having two buffers is to prevent incoming
data from the sensors from overwriting the outgoing data to the CDH board.
3.1.3 Command and Data Handling (CDH) Circuit Board Design
The purpose the CDH board is two-fold. The first task is to calibrate
the data in real-time. The calibration coefficients for all sensors are determined
oﬄine and loaded into memory. These calibration coefficients are derived from
the error models defined in Chapter 2. Secondly, the CDH board also handles
communication with exporting the data over UART or storing it on an onboard
SD card. The software can be configured to allow the output of raw sensor data
or calibrated values. The CDH board is shown in Fig. 3.4.
3.1.3.1 Board Layout and Design
The CDH board was built using a PC/104 prototyping board. Unlike the MEMS
IMUs, the performance of the CDH components are not sensitive to variations in
board design. Prototyping board was used instead of a PCB to minimize costs.
Board layout involved rearranging the components on the board until a desirable
configuration was found.
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Figure 3.4: Command and data handling PCB
3.1.3.2 Microcontroller
The heart of the CDH board is the mBed NXP LPC1768 development platform.
The LPC1768 includes a 32-bit ARM Cortex-3 core running at 96 MHz. Fea-
tures include a real-time clock, three UART interfaces, two I2C buses and a USB
interface for programming.
3.1.3.3 Power Supply
The CDH board incorporates a two-position jumper that allows switching between
on board battery power or external 5V power. The on-board battery is a 2000
mA·hr 3.7 V Lithium Polymer (LiPo) battery. A fully charged battery will power
the board for approximately 6-7 hours. The 5 V power can be provided via a
two-pin Molex connector at the top of the board. In addition, the board also
incorporates a combination LiPo booster and charging circuit purchased from
SparkFun Electronics. The primary task is to boost the voltage of the battery
from 3.7 V to 5 V, the required supply voltage for the LPC1768. It also allows
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charging via micro USB. A second two-pin Molex connector, shown in Fig. 3.4,
provides power to the IMU circuit board.
3.1.3.4 External Data Connections
Two external data connections are present on the CDH board. The first connection
is an I2C bus which is connected directly to the IMU circuit board. Data is col-
lected from the sensors and transmitted over this connection. Secondly, a UART
connection is also available. This provides a direct connection to the mBed. It is
primarily used for data transfer but also allows adjusting the MIMUC settings via
command line. Both raw sensor data and calibrated sensor data can be transmit-
ted at a user-selectable baud rate. The CDH board also includes a microSD card
slot for long-term data storage. Data is transferred to the SD card via a SPI bus.
3.1.3.5 Software Design
Software for the mBed is written in C++ using the online mBed Compiler. This
online service provides access to a number of libraries created by the user commu-
nity and mBed developers for accessing the UART/I2C/SPI interfaces, configuring
the power settings of the mBed, and using the real time clock and system timers.
Upon power-up, the CDH board loads the settings from a configuration
file stored on the SD card. These settings allow the communication speeds and
output modes to be adjusted without reprogramming. A second configuration file
containing the calibration coefficients for the MIMUC is loaded, concluding the
initialization stage.
The data acquisition process is done using an timer interrupt to ensure a
constant data rate. The timer interrupt triggers a subroutine every X seconds;
the desired data rate determines the value of X. The subroutine contains code
which reads one data packet from the IMU board. This data packet contains the
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angular rate and specific force measurements as well as the internal temperature
of each sensor. The data is stored in a first-in first-out (FIFO) buffer to await
transmission over one of the output interfaces. The main loop of the program
calibrates the data and transmits it over the UART interface or stores it on the
on-board SD card. The timer interrupt is critical when storing data on the SD
card as SD write times may range from 1 ms to 250 ms long. The FIFO buffer
therefore must be large enough to store 250 ms worth of incoming data from the
IMU board. If the buffer happens to overflow, the most recent data is thrown out.
The CDH board can be configured to output either calibrated or uncali-
brated data. For the uncalibrated output mode, the raw data from the IMU is
encoded using COBS encoding [8]. For the calibrated data output mode, the data
is first calibrated using Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.4). The data is then transferred over
the UART interface and/or stored on the on-board SD card. At this time, coning
and sculling algorithms have not yet been implemented in hardware.
The CDH board also has a command line interface which allows many of
the software settings to be changed without reprogramming. The UART baud
rate, output modes and calibration coefficients can all be modified. The command
line interface also allows the user to read the software version number and print
the calibration coefficients for any particular sensor.
3.2 Calibration
3.2.1 Testing Materials
To test the hardware design, a suitable apparatus is required to apply
known specific forces and angular rates to the MIMUC. The output of the MIMUC
can then be compared with the inputs to determine the error. The testing ma-
terials used for calibration and testing were a single-axis rate table (Trio-Tech
Model 1102) with an adjustable mounting pivot (Thor Labs AP180 and Thor
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Labs RP01). The complete testing apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.5. The cali-
bration was performed in a laboratory at Marquette University. The rate table
enables the MIMUC to rotate at a very accurate angular rates. This is required
in order to solve for the gyroscope calibration coefficients. The normal force is
used as the specific force input during calibration since the local gravity vector
can be determined to high precision. The Thor Labs mounting hardware allows
the IMU to be tilted between 0 deg and 90 deg with respect to gravity vector, as
well as rotated from 0 deg to 360 deg about the Z axis of the MIMUC. The only
challenge with the mounting hardware is that the board must be removed and
mounted upside-down to test the negative Z axis of the MIMUC.
3.2.2 Calibration Procedure
Accurate calibration of inertial instrumentation is a difficult and complex
task. Great care must be taken to ensure that accurate inputs are applied to
the test article and that variables not under test remain constant (e.g. room
temperature, external vibrations, etc.) The calibration procedures used for the
gyros and accelerometers are defined in the IEEE Standards [26][25]. The MIMUC
is mounted in six different orientations such that each principal axis is aligned both
parallel and anti-parallel with the gravitational vector. At each orientation, data
is acquired from the MIMUC at three different rates: ±ω and zero rate. The
input angular ω is chosen to be ±40 deg/s, well within the operating range of the
gyros. The length of data acquisition was two minutes. The error coefficients for
the gyros and accelerometers can be solved as described in Section 2.4. Table 3.1
presents the testing matrix used during calibration. The calibration coefficients
are given in Appendix B.
3.2.3 Temperature Calibration
Temperature calibration was performed in a Ransco Model SD-60 thermal
chamber. The MIMUC was initially cooled down to a temperature of -10°C. The
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Test # Input Rate (deg/s) Direction Up-Axis Duration (s)
1 0 - +X 120
2 0 - -X 120
3 0 - +Y 120
4 0 - -Y 120
5 0 - +Z 120
6 0 - -Z 120
7 40 CW +X 120
8 40 CW -X 120
9 40 CW +Y 120
10 40 CW -Y 120
11 40 CW +Z 120
12 40 CW -Z 120
13 40 CCW +X 120
14 40 CCW -X 120
15 40 CCW +Y 120
16 40 CCW -Y 120
17 40 CCW +Z 120
18 40 CCW -Z 120
Table 3.1: MIMUC calibration test matrix
cooling source was removed and data collection was initiated. Data was collected
for 15 minutes as the MIMUC warmed up to room temperature. The output of
each sensor was then plotted versus temperature and a linear regression was fit to
the data to determine the temperature coefficient of each sensor.
3.3 Experiment Design
A set of experiments was designed to compare the performance of the
MIMUC with a single IMU in terms of standard performance metrics (discussed
below) as well as performance in a dead-reckoning scenario. The error models
from Section 2.1 were also simulated in MATLAB to provide a baseline compar-
ison. The coning and sculling algorithms performance was also compared with
trapezoidal integration at the body rate.
The IMU performance was quantified by measuring bias stability (for both
gyro and accelerometer), ARW and VRW. These parameters can be determined
from the Allan deviation plot of the gyro/accelerometer outputs. The MIMUC
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Figure 3.5: Calibration setup– MIMUC mounted to single-axis rate table
Figure 3.6: Ransco Model SD-60 thermal chamber
was placed on a level surface and data was collected for 8 hours with the unit at
rest. The sampling rate was 76.3 Hz, the maximum allowed rate when sending
uncalibrated data over UART. The author emphasizes that during real operation,
the IMU would be outputting calibrated data, allowing a much higher data rate
due much less data being transferred (34 bytes per packet vs. 230 bytes per
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packet). The Z axis was aligned anti-parallel with the gravity vector. The room
temperature was controlled to stay within 1°C during the duration of the test. The
8 hour acquisition time was chosen to accurately characterize the bias stability of
the gyros and accelerometers.
To measure the dead-reckoning performance, the MIMUC was placed on a
level surface and data was collected for five minutes with the unit at rest. The
Z axis was aligned anti-parallel with the gravity vector. The IMU outputs were
integrated using trapezoidal integration to determine the velocity, position and
attitude over the five minute interval. If the experiment was performed with an
ideal IMU (no calibration errors, no noise, perfect bias stability), the expected
output would be zero velocity, zero position and zero attitude (excluding the
rotation of the Earth) for all time. Since the MIMUC is not an ideal system,
these quantities will drift from zero over time. The velocity, position, and attitude
errors were compared between the three separate sources: (1) the MIMUC, (2) a
single MPU-6000, (3) a ”virtual” MIMUC.
The virtual MIMUC was generated in MATLAB via simulation. Woodman
[41] provides a model for simulating a gyro/accelerometer using the ARW/VRW
and the bias stability. The ARW/VRW and bias stability values from Table 2.1 for
the Single IMU column were used to generate the output of sixteen separate virtual
IMU sensors. The sample rate of 76.3 Hz was chosen to match the actual MIMUC
sample rate. The output of each of these virtual sensors was then averaged together
to create a virtual MIMUC. Since the MPU-6000 is a digital sensor, the calibrated
output is a quantized value. The simulated outputs were quantized to match the
MPU-6000. Calibration errors were not included in the simulated MIMUC. The
objective is to use the simulated model as the performance benchmark under ideal
calibration.
The coning and sculling algorithms were tested via simulation in MATLAB.
The specific forces and angular velocities that result in the coning/sculling motion
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were generated in simulation. For the coning simulation, the coning angle and
frequency of oscillation were varied to determine the effect of each of these param-
eters on the norm of the attitude error. For the sculling simulation, the angular
oscillation amplitude, linear oscillation amplitude and oscillation frequency were
varied to determine the effect of each of these parameters on the error in position.
Each scenario was simulated using both the coning and sculling algorithms, as well
as trapezoidal integration. The errors between the two methods were compared.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Performance Comparison
The main objective of this thesis is to compare the performance of a MEMS
IMU cluster versus a single MEMS IMU. Several metrics commonly used for quan-
tifying the performance of IMUs are utilized. The first metric is the bias of the
sensor. This value is the average output of the sensor when no input is applied.
As mentioned previously, these errors typically arise due to inaccuracies of the
calibration process. The second metric is bias stability, which provides a measure
of the bias drift over a certain period of time. The final metric is the ARW/VRW,
which provides a measure of the random noise present at the output of the sensor.
4.1.1 Bias Error
The bias error was determined by taking the time average of five minutes
of data with the MIMUC at rest. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 present the bias errors of a
single MPU-6000 compared with the MIMUC. The bias error for the single MPU-
6000 was determined by choosing the sensor with the largest magnitude bias error
for each axis.
Sensor Axis MPU-6000 (deg/s) MIMUC (deg/s)
X −0.151 −0.067
Y +0.124 +0.009
Z −0.340 −0.053
Table 4.1: Gyro bias errors
Sensor Axis MPU-6000 (mg) MIMUC (mg)
X +4.319 +3.012
Y −3.351 −1.795
Z −6.015 −2.194
Table 4.2: Accelerometer bias errors
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The simulated MIMUC has zero bias errors since no calibration errors were
included in the simulation model.
4.1.2 Bias Stability
The bias stability is determined by taking the long term static output of the
gyro/accelerometer and generating the Allan deviation plot. For a discussion on
how the Allan deviation plot is generated, refer to Appendix C. The bias stability
is the minimum of the plot and the averaging time τ is that time at which the
minimum occurs [13]. The Allan deviation plot for the MIMUC was computed
from the ensemble average of the sixteen IMUs. The Allan deviation for a single
MPU-6000 was determined by taking the Allan deviation plot for each MPU-6000
and averaging the plots together. Fig. 4.1 and 4.3 show the Allan deviation plot
for the gyros and accelerometers, respectively. The Allan deviation for the single
MPU-6000 is shown by the thin traces while the MIMUC is shown with thick
traces.
In addition to the Allan deviation plots of the experimentally gathered data,
the virtual MIMUC Allan deviation was plotted as well (Fig. 4.2 and 4.4). Tables
4.3 and 4.4 summarize the bias stability results for the gyros and accelerometers,
respectively, for the single MPU-6000, MIMUC and simulated MIMUC.
Axis MPU-6000 Virtual MPU-6000 MIMUC Virtual MIMUC
X 4.86 1.72 1.17 0.40
Y 5.28 1.73 1.30 0.39
Z 3.90 1.74 0.96 0.46
Table 4.3: Gyroscope bias stability (deg/hr)
Axis MPU-6000 Virtual MPU-6000 MIMUC Virtual MIMUC
X 26.8 23.1 6.0 4.6
Y 24.3 21.8 6.2 4.5
Z 56.6 22.2 26.5 5.8
Table 4.4: Accelerometer bias stability (µg)
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Figure 4.1: Gyro Allan deviation
Figure 4.2: Virtual gyro Allan deviation
4.1.3 Angle/Velocity Random Walk
The ARW/VRW is determined by reading off value of the Allan deviation
plot at τ = 1 s [13]. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 summarize the angle random walk and
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Figure 4.3: Accelerometer Allan deviation
Figure 4.4: Virtual accelerometer Allan deviation
velocity random walk, respectively. The values were determined from the same
Allan deviation figures used in Section 4.1.2 (Fig. 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4).
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Axis MPU-6000 MIMUC Virtual MPU-6000 Virtual MIMUC
X 0.631 0.303 0.166 0.075
Y 0.776 0.303 0.201 0.076
Z 0.693 0.303 0.173 0.076
Table 4.5: Gyro ARW (deg/
√
hr)
Axis MPU-6000 MIMUC Virtual MPU-6000 Virtual MIMUC
X 0.309 0.243 0.083 0.060
Y 0.239 0.242 0.069 0.061
Z 0.341 0.242 0.089 0.061
Table 4.6: Accelerometer VRW (m/s/
√
hr)
4.1.4 Dead Reckoning
The dead-reckoning errors over the five minute navigation period are plot-
ted in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6. The leftmost graphs show the measured MIMUC output
over the 5 minute dead-reckoning period. The other graphs indicate the attitude
errors (Fig. 4.5) and velocity and position errors (Fig. 4.6). Each MPU-6000 is
plotted as a dashed red line; the MIMUC is plotted as a bold blue line; the virtual
MIMUC is plotted as a bold green line. The errors in velocity, position and atti-
tude after the five minute period are presented in Table 4.7. Acceleration due to
gravity was subtracted from the Z axis accelerometer output before running the
dead-reckoning algorithm. The author would like to reiterate that the simulated
MIMUC does not include any calibration errors (i.e. the gyro and accelerometer
outputs have zero bias offset).
The first part of Table 4.7 summarizes the attitude errors at the end of
the navigation period. The velocity and position errors along each axis are listed
below the attitude errors. For the single IMU case, the MPU-6000 with the largest
error was chosen from each axis.
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Figure 4.5: Dead reckoning attitude errors
Figure 4.6: Dead reckoning velocity and position errors
4.2 Simulation
4.2.1 Coning
The coning algorithms were evaluated via simulation. The angular rate
vector that produces a coning motion is given by
ω(t) =

ωc sin θc cosωct
−ωc sin θc sinωct
ωc(1− cos θc)
 (4.1)
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Attitude Error (deg) φ θ ψ
MPU-6000 (Max) 48.9 50.2 102.4
MIMUC 18.9 5.5 15.1
Virtual MIMUC 0.1 0.1 0.1
Velocity Error (m/s) X Y Z
MPU-6000 (Max) 12.3 13.1 15.0
MIMUC 8.0 7.2 4.8
Virtual MIMUC ∼0.0 ∼0.0 ∼0.0
Position Error (m) X Y Z
MPU-6000 (Max) 1794.5 1748.2 2291.7
MIMUC 1251.7 982.7 801.5
Virtual MIMUC 3.9 2.1 4.8
Table 4.7: Comparison of dead reckoning attitude, velocity and position errors
for MPU-6000, MIMUC and virtual MIMUC
where ωc is the coning frequency in rad/s and θc is the coning angle in radians.
The angular rate was integrated using two different integration schemes: coning
vs. trapezoidal integration. Three separate scenarios were evaluated to test the
efficacy of the coning algorithm under varying coning angle and frequency (Table
4.8). The coning update rate was chosen to be 1 kHz as this is the maximum
possible output rate of the MPU-6000. The body rate was arbitrarily chosen to
be 50 Hz. The simulations were run for 10 seconds. Fig. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 show the
results of the simulation. Table 4.9 shows the norm of the attitude error of the
two different integration schemes for the various coning angles/frequencies.
Scenario 1 2 3
Coning Angle deg 1.0 10.0 1.0
Coning Frequency (fc) Hz 1.0 1.0 10.0
Table 4.8: Coning scenario parameters
Scenario Coning (deg) Trapezoid (deg)
1 3.7878E-6 0.0014
2 3.7499E-4 0.1431
3 3.7934E-3 1.3360
Table 4.9: Attitude error for coning scenarios
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Figure 4.7: Attitude errors for coning scenario 1
Figure 4.8: Attitude errors for coning scenario 2
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Figure 4.9: Attitude errors for coning scenario 3
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4.2.2 Sculling
The sculling algorithms were evaluated via simulation. Four separate sce-
narios were evaluated to test the efficacy of the algorithm under varying angular
and linear oscillation amplitude and oscillation frequency. The angular rate vector
and acceleration vector that produces the sculling motion is defined by
a(t) =

0
0
A sin(ωst)
 and ω(t) =

0
aωs sinωst
0

where A is the magnitude of the specific force oscillation (g), a is the magnitude
of the angular oscillation (rad/s) and ωs is the frequency of the sculling motion
(rad/s). The following scenarios were tested
Scenario Units 1 2 3 4
Angular Amplitude deg 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.1
Linear Amplitude g 1.0 1.0 10.0 1.0
Frequency (fs) Hz 1.0 1.0 1.0 10.0
Table 4.10: Sculling scenario parameters
The body update rate was chosen to be 50 Hz and the sculling update
frequency 1 kHz. The sculling update rate was chosen to be 1 kHz as this is
the maximum possible output rate of the MPU-6000. The body rate was chosen
arbitrarily. The simulations were run for 10 seconds. Two different integration
schemes are plotted: one with sculling, the other with trapezoidal integration at
the body rate. Fig. 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 show the results of the simulation.
Table 4.11 shows the norm of the position error of the two different integration
schemes for the various sculling scenarios.
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Figure 4.10: Velocity and position errors for sculling scenario 1
Figure 4.11: Velocity and position errors for sculling scenario 2
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Figure 4.12: Velocity and position errors for sculling scenario 3
Figure 4.13: Velocity and position errors for sculling scenario 4
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Norm of Velocity Error (m/s) Norm of Position Error (m)
Scenario Sculling Trapezoid Sculling Trapezoid
1 5.915E-7 3.378E-4 5.141E-5 0.021
2 5.916E-6 3.378E-3 5.570E-5 0.030
3 5.916E-6 3.378E-3 5.141E-4 0.207
4 5.919E-5 0.0296 5.924E-4 0.258
Table 4.11: Velocity and position error for sculling scenarios
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Chapter 5
Discussion of Results
5.1 MIMUC Performance
5.1.1 Bias Error
Because the bias error is a result of the calibration process and not a
stochastic error, it is not expected that the bias error will be reduced by the
square root of the number of sensors. Since all of the IMUs were calibrated
simultaneously, any errors in the calibration apparatus would appear on each
IMU. Table 5.1 presents the X axis accelerometer bias errors for all sixteen MPU-
6000 sensors. Recall the X axis bias error of the MIMUC was 3.0123 mg. The
bias errors below this value have been bolded. From the table, it is evident that
the bias errors are not distributed about zero. Averaging of the bias errors will
cause the MIMUC to take on the mean of the distribution of the single sensor bias
errors. In order to improve the MIMUC bias error, the calibration process must
be made more accurate such that the mean of the distribution of the single sensor
bias errors is approximately zero.
Sensor # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Bias (mg) 1.1347 1.7007 2.1947 2.7754 3.0334 3.7556 4.0203 4.2385
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
4.1449 4.3190 3.2053 3.1572 2.7575 2.7322 2.4309 2.5967
Table 5.1: Accelerometer bias errors (X axis)
5.1.2 Bias Stability
The bias stability of the sensors saw a significant improvement through
averaging. In Section 2.2, it was predicted that averaging N sensors would reduce
the bias stability by 1/
√
N . Since sixteen MPU-6000 IMUs were used, a four times
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reduction was expected. Beginning with the gyro bias stability, the performance
ratio was 4.153, 4.06 and 4.06 for the X, Y and Z axes, respectively. The perfor-
mance ratio is defined as the ratio of the single IMU bias stability and the MIMUC
bias stability. This result confirms the predicted performance improvement.
The simulated gyro bias stability is a factor of two lower than the exper-
imental value (Table 4.3). Since the MPU-6000 datasheet did not specify the
bias stability of the IMU, it is difficult to determine if the IMU is performing
as expected or if the simulation model is optimistic. The simulated gyro perfor-
mance ratio was 4.30, 4.44 and 3.78 for the X, Y and Z axes, respectively. This is
consistent with the experimental results.
For the accelerometers, the bias stability performance ratio was 4.47, 3.92
and 2.13 for the X, Y and Z axes, respectively. The X and Y axes show the ex-
pected improvement in performance. However, the Z axis shows a considerably
smaller improvement in the bias stability. Recalling that the MIMUC was placed
with the Z axis aligned anti-parallel with the gravity vector during the static test,
this result indicates that the expected performance improvement does not hold
when an axis is under load. In addition to a smaller reduction in bias stabil-
ity through averaging, the Z axis also shows ∼2.3 times increase in bias stability
as compared to the X and Y axes. The exact mechanism which causes this in-
crease is not currently understood. One possible explanation is that placing the
accelerometer under load induces a preference in the direction of the bias drift.
The simulated accelerometers more accurately predict the true accelerome-
ter bias stability than the gyros. The simulated accelerometer slightly outperform
the experimental data. This is expected since the simulation model does not ac-
count for all possible error/noise sources. The ratio of the simulated MPU-6000
and simulated MIMUC accelerometer bias stability was 5.02, 4.84, and 3.82 for
the X, Y and Z axes, respectively.
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5.1.3 Angle/Velocity Random Walk
The ARW/VRW also saw a significant improvement from averaging. In
Section 2.2, it was predicted that averaging N sensors would scale the ARW/VRW
of the MIMUC by 1/
√
N . Since sixteen MPU-6000 IMUs were used, a four times
reduction in the output noise was expected. Beginning with ARW, the improve-
ment for the X, Y and Z axes was 3.80, 3.86, and 4.01, respectively. This result
also suggests that there is little to no correlation in the ARW between individual
sensors. To confirm this hypothesis, the X axis output of each sensor was cor-
related with the other fifteen sensors. The process was repeated for the Y and
Z axes. For all pairs of sensors, the correlation coefficient ρ did not exceed 0.04,
indicating no statistical correlation between any of the sensors.
The ARW of the simulated MPU-6000 exactly matched the predicted ARW
of 0.3 deg/
√
hr (Section 2.2). The simulated MIMUC also showed a four times
reduction in the ARW compared to a single MPU-6000, consistent with both the
prediction and the experimental data. One interesting observation from Table 4.5
is that the ARW of the MPU-6000 is more than double the expected value. One
possible explanation is that the datasheet specifies the rate noise density of the
gyroscopes for 10 Hz. This figure therefore may not accurately describe the noise
of the gyro across all frequencies.
The VRW performance ratios are 3.72, 3.46, and 3.83 for the X, Y, and
Z axes, respectively. The VRW showed slightly less improvement via averaging
when compared with the ARW. This suggests that the random noise at the output
of each accelerometer is slightly correlated with the other sensors. Unlike the bias
stability, the VRW of the Z axis accelerometer did not seem to be affected by the
axis being under load.
Similar to the gyros, the correlation coefficients were computed for each pair
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of accelerometers for each axis. The correlation coefficients a small but statisti-
cally significant correlation. The X axis gyroscopes exhibited positive correlation
coefficients that ranged from ρ = 0.14 to ρ = 0.24. Similarly, the Y axis gyro-
scopes also exhibited positive correlation coefficients that ranged from ρ = 0.10
to ρ = 0.17. The Z axis accelerometers, however, showed no statistical correla-
tion, with ρ < 0.02 for all pairs of accelerometers. This is an interesting result,
indicating the resistance of the accelerometer bias stability to averaging is not due
to correlation between accelerometers. The correlation coefficients do support the
hypothesis that the output noise of the accelerometers is somewhat correlated.
The VRW of the simulated MPU-6000 exactly matched the expected VRW
of 0.024 m/s/
√
hr predicted in Section 2.2. The simulated MIMUC also showed
a four times reduction in the VRW compared to a single MPU-6000, consistent
with both the predicted result and the experimental data.
5.1.4 Dead Reckoning
Fig. 4.5 4.6 show the accumulation in attitude, velocity and position error
during 300 s of dead-reckoning navigation. Table 4.7 summarizes the errors at the
end of the five minute period. Beginning with the attitude error, the single MPU-
6000 accumulated significant errors during the five minute period- the attitude
errors were 48.9 deg, 50.2 deg, and 102.4 deg for the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively.
In comparison, the MIMUC exhibited significant errors as well but substantially
improved over the single IMU case- 12.3 deg, 13.1 deg, and 15.0 deg for the X,
Y, and Z axes, respectively. The improvement seen due to averaging was highly
dependent on the accuracy of the calibration. In Fig. 4.5, the X axis gyros
all show a negative linear trend, suggesting a negative bias error common to all
gyros. Contrarily, the Y and Z gyros have a more even distribution of positive and
negative biases. This resulted in the MIMUC having a constant bias error near
zero. The attitude errors of the virtual MIMUC were near zero relative to the
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MPU-6000 and the true MIMUC- no single axis error exceeded 0.074 deg. This
suggests that the major contributor to attitude error is calibration errors. These
numbers also give some indication into the type of performance possible with the
MIMUC.
The velocity and position errors were consistent with the attitude errors.
After 300 s, the MPU-6000 exhibited position errors greater than 1.7 km on each
axis (Table 4.7). Averaging was insufficient in reducing the errors to an acceptable
level; the MIMUC exhibited position errors of 1.25 km, 983 m, and 802 m for the
X, Y, and Z axes, respectively. As per the case with the attitude errors, the
dominant source of error was due to bias errors in the accelerometer output. The
simulated MIMUC confirms this result- after five minutes of dead-reckoning, none
of the position errors exceeded 4.8 m.
To more precisely illustrate the impact of each error source (bias error,
random noise, bias random walk) on the dead-reckoning performance, the virtual
MIMUC was simulated by independently removing each error source and perform-
ing dead-reckoning navigation for 300 s. The bias errors of the virtual MIMUC
were set equal to the constant bias errors of the MIMUC (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). Fig.
5.1 presents the comparison with the various error sources removed. As expected,
the constant bias error is by far the largest contributor to the dead-reckoning er-
ror. The norm of the position error with the bias removed was 5.864 m, 1967.4 m
with the random noise removed, 1967.0 m with the bias walk removed, and 1965.8
m with all error sources included.
The dead-reckoning experiments demonstrate that the most significant
source of error by far is bias errors resulting from improper calibration. Cali-
bration requires knowing the input rates and forces to a high degree of precision.
For example, a gyro with a bias on the order of 0.01 deg/hr requires mounting
accuracies on the order of ten arcseconds [39]. That being said, the focus of this
thesis was not to create a precision calibration apparatus.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of virtual MIMUC dead reckoning position error with
selected error sources removed
5.1.5 Thresholding
Apart from improving the accuracy of the calibration process, sensor errors
and noise can be mitigated using other methods. In practical applications of dead-
reckoning, bias errors and other noise sources are often dealt with by thresholding
the accelerometer outputs [4]. Using this method, if the sensed accelerations do
not exceed the threshold value, they are assumed to be zero and not integrated.
Care must be taken in setting the threshold value. Too large of a threshold will
result in the accelerometers being insensitive to true motion of the vehicle. Too low
of a threshold will not sufficiently mitigate bias errors and sensor noise. The value
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is often set to the 3σ bias error of the accelerometer. Unfortunately, the MPU-
6000 does not come with an accurately calibrated zero bias so the 3σ bias error
is unknown. Therefore, the 3σ bias error must be determined empirically from
many MPU-6000 IMUs calibrated using the methods described in this thesis. Only
sixteen sensors were available which is an unsuitable number to draw statistics
from.
Although this thesis did not address the issue of creating navigation algo-
rithms using the MIMUC output, it is worth examining how thresholding might
improve the dead-reckoning performance. Since the 3σ bias error of the MPU-
6000 accelerometers is currently unknown, several threshold values were chosen
from Bishop [4]. The threshold values were 0.01 m/s2, 0.05 m/s2, 0.1 m/s2 and
no thresholding. The dead-reckoning scenario from the previous section was sim-
ulated with the different thresholds applied to the accelerometers. Fig. 5.2 shows
a plot of the position errors along each axis for the various thresholds. Table 5.2
lists the position errors for each axis at each threshold level.
Thresholding Level X-axis Error (m) Y-axis Error (m) Z-axis Error (m)
None 1251.3 -982.6 -801.5
0.01 m/s2 1241.3 -944.0 -775.1
0.05 m/s2 390.8 -54.1 -12.0
0.1 m/s2 1.9 -0.1 0.02
Table 5.2: Impact of accelerometer threshold level on MIMUC dead reckoning
position errors
The threshold level of 0.01 m/s2 was too low to have a significant impact
on the dead-reckoning errors, with less than 5% improvement seen for any axis.
Increasing the threshold level to 0.05 m/s2 saw significant improvements in the
dead-reckoning error, although the X axis still showed a significant error of 390.8
m. This indicates that the bias errors of the X axis accelerometers are too large
for the threshold value. Increasing the threshold to 0.1 m/s2 reduced the position
errors to acceptable levels. It has been shown that sufficient thresholding of the
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Figure 5.2: MIMUC dead reckoning position errors with accelerometer thresh-
olding
accelerometer output significantly reduces dead-reckoning navigation errors. De-
termining the correct threshold level to mitigate sensor bias/noise while capturing
true motion is a subject of future study.
5.2 Coning and Sculling Algorithms
5.2.1 Coning
The coning algorithm was successful in mitigating errors resulting from high
frequency motion of the rotation vector between body updates. The algorithm
allows the gyro outputs to be integrated at a high rate independently of computing
the attitude direction cosine matrix/quaternion. The angular rate resulting from a
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coning motion was generated in simulation for 10 s. The rate was then integrated
using two methods: the coning algorithm at 1 kHz and trapezoidal integration 50
Hz. Trapezoidal integration was performed at a much lower speed since updating
the DCM is computationally expensive.
Three separate scenarios were simulated to examine the effect of the size
of the coning angle and frequency of the coning motion on the errors (Table 4.8).
Beginning with Scenario 1 (4.7), a coning motion is simulated with an oscillation
amplitude of 1 deg at 1 Hz. The attitude error for the coning algorithm is shown
red while the attitude error resulting from trapezoidal integration is shown in blue.
After 10 seconds, the norm of the attitude error when using the coning algorithm
is 3.7878E-6 deg compared to 0.0014 deg for trapezoidal integration. Scenario 2
(Fig. 4.8) increases the amplitude of the coning motion to 10 deg. The norm
of the attitude error is 3.7549E-4 deg using the coning algorithm and 0.1431 deg
using trapezoidal integration. The attitude errors for Scenario 2 are 100 times
larger when compared with Scenario 1 for both integration methods, suggesting
that the norm of the attitude error scales with the square of the coning angle.
Scenario 3 (Fig. 4.9) simulates a coning motion of 1 deg at 10 Hz. The coning
algorithm resulted in an error of 0.0038 deg while trapezoid integration had an
error of 1.336 deg. The attitude errors for Scenario 3 are 1000 times larger when
compared with Scenario 1 for both integration methods, suggesting the norm of
the attitude error appears to be proportional to the cube of the coning frequency.
In all three scenarios, the coning algorithm outperformed trapezoid inte-
gration. The attitude error using the coning algorithm was approximately 350
times less than trapezoidal integration for all three cases. This indicates that the
improvement is independent of both the coning angle and the coning frequency.
The performance improvement is dependent on the relative sampling frequency of
the two integration methods. Performing the simulations with a lower sampling
frequency for the coning algorithm resulted in larger attitude errors.
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The simulations have also shown that the errors resulting from a coning
motion are most sensitive to the frequency of the motion. This is an intuitive
result as a higher coning rate results in the rotation vector is changing more rapidly
between sample times. Fig. 4.7-4.9 illustrate the errors accumulate quickly over
time.
5.2.2 Sculling
The sculling algorithm was successful in mitigating errors resulting from
a combination of linear and angular oscillations. The algorithm allows the ac-
celerometer outputs to be integrated at a high rate independently of updating the
vehicle state. The angular rate and specific force resulting from a sculling motion
was generated in simulation for 10 s. Both quantities were integrated using two
methods: the coning/sculling (CS) algorithm at 1 kHz and trapezoidal integration
at 50 Hz.
Three separate scenarios were simulated to examine the effect of the size
of the coning angle and frequency of the coning motion on the errors (Table 4.8).
Beginning with Scenario 1 (4.7), a coning motion is simulated with an oscillation
amplitude of 1 deg at 1 Hz. The attitude error for the coning algorithm is shown
red while the attitude error resulting from trapezoidal integration is shown in blue.
After 10 seconds, the norm of the attitude error when using the coning algorithm
is 3.7878E-6 deg compared to 0.0014 deg for trapezoidal integration. Scenario 2
(Fig. 4.8) increases the amplitude of the coning motion to 10 deg. The norm
of the attitude error is 3.7549E-4 deg using the coning algorithm and 0.1431 deg
using trapezoidal integration. The attitude errors for Scenario 2 are 100 times
larger when compared with Scenario 1 for both integration methods, suggesting
that the norm of the attitude error scales with the square of the coning angle.
Scenario 3 (Fig. 4.9) simulates a coning motion of 1 deg at 10 Hz. The coning
algorithm resulted in an error of 0.0038 deg while trapezoid integration had an
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error of 1.336 deg. The attitude errors for Scenario 3 are 1000 times larger when
compared with Scenario 1 for both integration methods, suggesting the norm of
the attitude error appears to be proportional to the cube of the coning frequency.
Four separate scenarios were simulated to examine the effect of the angular
oscillation amplitude, linear oscillation amplitude and oscillation frequency of the
sculling motion on the errors (Table 4.11). Beginning with Scenario 1, a sculling
motion resulted in 5.141E-5 m error when using the CS algorithms while trape-
zoidal integration yielded an error of 0.021 m. Scenario 2 increased the angular
oscillation amplitude by a factor of 10 which had minimal impact on the error.
Scenario 3 simulated a 10 g linear oscillation amplitude. This had the effect of
increasing the position error by an order of magnitude. Scenario 4 increased the
sculling frequency from 1 Hz to 10 Hz. This increased the error by greater than an
order of magnitude relative to Scenario 1. The different scenarios indicate that the
integration algorithms are most sensitive to an increase in the frequency of oscilla-
tion. This result is intuitive as the vehicle state is changing more rapidly between
state updates. Since the CS algorithms are able to integrate the accelerometer
and gyro outputs at a 50X higher rate than trapezoidal integration, it is better
able to track the high frequency motion.
Titterton [39] states that a bias appears on the output of the X axis ac-
celerometer due to inaccuracies of the resolution process. Therefore it is expected
that this error will propagate as a linear error in velocity and a quadratic error in
position. Fig. 4.10-4.13 confirm these expectations. Therefore, the CS algorithms
prove to be extremely important as any quadratic error in position will quickly
render the estimate of the position unusable. As an illustration, Scenario 4 was
repeated for a 300 s simulation to illustrate how the errors would accumulate dur-
ing a dead-reckoning simulation. As Fig. 5.3 shows, using trapezoidal integration
results in a position error of 133m after 300 sec. Contrarily, the error using CS
algorithms is only 0.25 m.
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Figure 5.3: Velocity and position errors for sculling scenario 4 (300 seconds)
5.3 Comparison with Other IMUs
To further quantify the performance of the MIMUC, several tactical grade
MEMS IMUs were chosen for comparison. The following IMUs were chosen for
comparison: Analog Devices ADIS16488A, Moog Crossbow ANAV200A-341, Sys-
tron Donner SDI500-AB00, and the Sensonor STIM300. Four critical performance
criteria were chosen for comparison: gyro bias stability, accelerometer bias stabil-
ity, ARW and VRW. A summary of these parameters for each IMU can be found in
Table 5.3. The MIMUC parameters were chosen by taking the worst values from
each axis in Tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6. A visual comparison of these parameters
is shown in Fig. 5.4 and 5.5. These figures allow a comparison of two impor-
tant measures of IMU accuracy: bias stability and ARW/VRW. Points closer to
the origin (lower-left of the plot) represent more accurate IMUs as both the bias
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stability and random walk is minimal.
Units MIMUC ADIS16488A SDI500 STIM300 ANAV200A
Gyro Bias Stability deg/hr 1.3 5.1 2 0.5 3
Angle Random Walk deg/
√
hr 0.20 0.26 0.03 0.15 0.10
Accel. Bias Stability mg 0.028 0.07 0.1 0.05 0.075
Velocity Random Walk m/s/
√
hr 0.089 0.029 0.07 0.07 0.026
Power W 1 0.8 5 2 1.25
Volume cm3 275 29 311 33 408
Mass kg 0.1 0.048 0.59 0.055 0.409
Table 5.3: Comparison of MIMUC with commercial tactical grade IMUs [2,
23, 32, 36]
As shown in Fig. 5.4, the MIMUC gyroscope performs well compared with
other commercial IMUs. The bias stability is 1.3 deg/hr which is outperformed
only by the STIM300 and SDI500. The ARW is 0.20 deg/
√
hr, outperforming
only the ADIS16488A. The SDI500 has an ARW of 0.02 deg/
√
hr which is near
navigation-grade. Fig. 5.5 compares the accuracy of the IMU accelerometers. The
MIMUC outperforms all other IMUs with a bias stability of 0.028 mg. The next
best bias stability is from the STIM300 at 0.05 mg. Contrarily, the MIMUC has
the worst VRW. However, an examination of Table 4.6 shows that the Y-axis has
a VRW equivalent to the SDI500 and STIM300.
Figure 5.4: IMU gyro accuracy
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Figure 5.5: IMU accelerometer accuracy
Although the bias stability and ARW/VRW are important metrics for mea-
suring performance, it is not the only factor when deciding on an IMU for a
particular application. The objective of this thesis was to design an IMU for ap-
plications that have tight constraints on cost, power, mass and volume. Therefore,
it is worthwhile to take these factors into account when comparing the MIMUC
with other commercial IMUs. To illustrate this comparison, Fig. 5.6 and 5.7 show
the bias stability and random walk of the gyros and accelerometers, respectively,
scaled by the power consumption of each respective IMU. Similarly, Fig. 5.8 and
5.9 show the bias stability and random walk of the gyros and accelerometers,
respectively, scaled by the mass of each respective IMU.
When looking at the overall gyro accuracy scaled by power, the overall
accuracy of the MIMUC outperforms all other IMUs (the data point is closest to
the origin). The bias stability is only outperformed by the STIM300 and the ARW
is within a factor of two of the best performing IMU. The MIMUC has the 2nd
lowest power consumption out of all the IMUs, with the ADIS16488A having the
lowest power consumption. The MIMUC accelerometer accuracy also improves
when accounting for power consumption. The bias stability remains the best out
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Figure 5.6: IMU gyro accuracy scaled by power
Figure 5.7: IMU accelerometer accuracy scaled by power
of the five IMUs while the VRW improves to the 3rd best.
Scaling the gyro and accelerometer accuracy by the mass has the effect of
reducing the accuracy of the MIMUC compared with other IMUs. This can be
attributed to the fact that the prototype MIMUC consists of two circuit boards.
Consolidating the MIMUC to a single circuit board instead of two stacked boards
would further improve the mass-scaled accuracy and especially the volume-scaled
accuracy.
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Figure 5.8: IMU gyro accuracy scaled by mass
Figure 5.9: IMU accelerometer accuracy scaled by mass
In its current stage, the MIMUC has shown to be a competitive with other
commercial tactical grade IMUs. Scaling the accuracy of the IMUs by power/-
mass has shown that relative to other IMUs, the MIMUC has acceptable power
consumption and mass. The power, mass and volume can be reduced in further
iterations by combining the CDH and IMU circuit boards, eliminating the 16-bit
processor altogether and reducing overall board size.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusion
6.1 Summary of Results
6.1.1 Conclusion
The main aim of this thesis was to develop a prototype MEMS IMU cluster
for precision navigation. In Chapter 2, it was theorized that a MEMS IMU con-
sisting of N individual MEMS IMUs would decrease the output noise compared to
a single MEMS IMU by
√
N . The results of the experiments proposed in Chapter
3 set to test this hypothesis. Chapter 4 presented results that proved that aver-
aging does result in a
√
N decrease in the output noise. The gyro bias stability,
accelerometer bias stability, ARW, and VRW of the MIMUC were approximately
reduced by a factor of 4 relative to a single MPU-6000 IMU. The only exception
to this result was that the bias stability of the Z axis only saw a decrease by a
factor of 2 through averaging. This suggests that if the axis of the accelerometers
are under load, averaging the sensors outputs has limited benefit.
The dead-reckoning performance of the MIMUC was much better than a
single MEMS IMU, but is still unsuitable for precision navigation applications.
After five minutes of dead-reckoning, position errors exceed 1 km. These errors
were a result of inaccurate calibration of the gyro and accelerometer bias errors. A
more accurate calibration process must be developed to minimize these errors. An
alternative solution was proposed by thresholding the outputs of the accelerom-
eters. With a threshold level of 0.1 m/s2, the dead-reckoning position errors did
not exceed 2 m for any axis, with two axes not exceed 10 cm.
The secondary aim of this thesis was to develop a set of coning and sculling
algorithms to more accurately track high frequency motion of a vehicle. A set of
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equations was derived, simulated and compared with standard trapezoidal integra-
tion. The results of the simulations showed that the coning and sculling algorithms
substantially reduce errors due to coning and sculling motions relative to trape-
zoidal integration. For a coning motion, the proposed coning algorithm exhibited
attitude errors approximately 350 times less than trapezoidal integration at the
body rate for all of the scenarios tested. For a sculling motion, the proposed
sculling algorithm exhibited position errors approximately 400 times less than
trapezoidal integration at the body rate over all the scenarios tested. Therefore,
these algorithms have been proven to provide a substantial improvement in accu-
racy over trapezoidal integration by allowing the angular rates and specific forces
to be integrated at a high rate without burdening the computational hardware.
6.1.2 Future Work
Several topics of research could be pursued in furthering developing this
technology. The first would be to incorporate more sensors in the IMU cluster
to further enhance the performance characteristics. Adding more sensors simply
requires placing more sensors in the schematic. Each sensor is then connected to
the existing SPI bus and connected to the microcontroller. At some point, adding
more sensors will result in diminishing returns since the performance scales with
the square root of the number of sensors. The number of sensors is also limited
by the maximum bandwidth of the SPI bus; with too many sensors on the bus,
the desired data rates may not be attainable with a single microcontroller.
The design would also benefit by replacing the 16-bit processor with solely
32-bit processor. This would allow both the IMU and CDH functionality to be
incorporate into a single circuit board. Overall mass, volume and power con-
sumption of the system would be greatly reduced, as well as improving device
performance by eliminating the I2C bottleneck between the IMU and CDH circuit
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boards. This would make the MIMUC a more competitive solution compared to
other products on the market.
Beyond redesigning the board, the performance of the MIMUC would
greatly benefit from a more accurate calibration apparatus. Having a computer
controlled rate table would allow more precise control of the rotation rate. This
rate would show up as a bias error in calibrated gyro output. The calibration
would also benefit from an auto-leveling table. The Trio-Tech rate table had a
simple bubble level which did not allow a very accurate indication of how level the
rate table was. If the accelerometer axis under test is not perfectly aligned with
the gravity vector, not only is it not measuring the true gravitational accelera-
tion (via the normal force), the other axes are measuring non-zero accelerations.
Therefore it is paramount that the accelerometers be calibrated on a flat, level
surface.
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Appendix A
Coning and Sculling Algorithms
The pseudocode for the combined coning and sculling algorithm is given
below. The corrections are applied over the k -th body update interval (tk− tk−1 =
Tk). It is assumed that over each body update interval there is set of N gyro
outputs and N accelerometer outputs available (Tm = Tk/N). The outer loop
handles the update of the attitude quaternion and velocity vector while the inner
loop executes the high frequency computation of the change in the rotation vector
and velocity vector. (Note: care must be taken to avoid division-by-zero errors in
the quaternion update.)
for k = 1, 2, ...
θ = 0, β = 0, v = 0
∆vscul = 0, ∆θprev = 0, ∆vprev = 0
for m = 1 to N
i = (k-1) + m
% Integrate gyro and accelerometer outputs (trapezoidal integration)
∆θ = (Tm/2)*(ωi + ωi−1)
∆v = (Tm/2)*(ai + ai−1)
% Compute coning and sculling compensation
∆β = (1/2)*(θ + (1/6)*∆θprev) × ∆θ
δvscul = (1/2)*((θ + (1/6)*∆θprev) × ∆v + (vprev + (1/6)*∆v) × ∆θ)
% Update attitude and velocity
θ += ∆θ
β += ∆β
v += ∆v
∆vscul += δvscul
% Store current values for use in next iteration
∆θprev = ∆θ
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∆vprev = ∆v
end
% Compute total change in orientation vector over k-th update cycle
∆φ = θ + β
% Update attitude quaternion
qi = qi−1 ×
[
cos(φ/2) sin(φ/2)∆φ/φ
]T
% Compute rotation matrix from quaternion
T = quat2dcm(qi)
% Component of velocity due to rotation
vrot = (1/2)*(θ × v);
% Update IMU velocity
vimu,k = vimu,k−1 + T ∗ (v + vrot + vscul);
end
function T = quat2dcm(q) % Convert quaternion to direction cosine matrix
q0 = q(1); q1 = q(2); q2 = q(3); q3 = q(4);
T = zeros(3,3);
T(1,1) = q0^2 + q1^2 - q2^2 - q3^2;
T(1,2) = 2*(q1*q2 - q0*q3);
T(1,3) = 2*(q1*q3 + q0*q2);
T(2,1) = 2*(q1*q2 + q0*q3);
T(2,2) = q0^2 - q1^2 + q2^2 - q3^2;
T(2,3) = 2*(q2*q3 - q0*q1);
T(3,1) = 2*(q1*q3 - q0*q2);
T(3,2) = 2*(q2*q3 + q0*q1);
T(3,3) = q0^2 - q1^2 - q2^2 + q3^2;
end
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Appendix B
MIMUC Calibration Coefficients
The following two tables list the calibration coefficients for each individual
gyroscope and accelerometer on the MIMUC. The coefficients were determined
using methods outlined in Section 2.4.
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Appendix C
Allan Deviation
The Allan deviation plot is a method of graphing the various error sources
of a time-series of data on a single plot. The method was first introduced by
David Allan in 1966 to measure the frequency stability of clocks and oscillators.
The technique is useful for inertial navigation systems since it allows both the
angle/velocity random walk and bias stability of the sensors to be determined in
a single plot.
To compute the Allan deviation for a time series of data xi, begin by
splitting the data series into bins of size n where N is the number of resulting
bins. Let yi be the average of bin i where i = 1, . . . , N . The Allan variance of xi
is given by
σ2(nT ) =
1
2(N − 1)
N−1∑
1
(yi+1 − yi)2 (C.1)
where T is the time between consecutive samples in xi. The Allan deviation then
is found by taking the square root of the Allan variance. For interpretation of the
Allan deviation plot, please refer to [13, 25, 26].
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